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ABSTRACT

Heat sealing is an integral method for the closure and protection of packaging.
Previous work has shown that seal strength is developed by the interdiffusion of polymer
chains within heat seals. Heat seals were made between two dissimilar materials.
Poly(ethylene-co-acrylic acid) (EAA) was heat sealed to ionomer. Diffusion within the
EAA-ionomer heat seals was estimated. The diffusion estimates were then related to
resulting seal strength in the EAA-ionomer sealant system. Heated tooling sealing was
utilized to make heat seals at 40 psi (275.79 kPa), 0.5 seconds, and a range of
temperatures between 180˚F (82.22˚C) and 300˚F (148.89˚C). Scanning electron
microscopy and energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy was employed to measure the
diffusion of polymer chains within the heat seals. Two estimators for polymer chain
diffusion were made for each heat seal.
The results of this study agree with previous theories and computations on heat
sealing. Polymer chain diffusion was measured in two ways. It was found that heat
energy drives polymer chain diffusion. Diffusion consistently increased as the heat seal
temperature was increased. Greater polymer chain diffusion distances resulted in heat
seals with greater seal strength.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

Packaging is intimately intertwined with the product which it contains, transports,
protects, and sells. Packaging is a complicated field of study. Packaging technology pulls
from many different traditional fields of study. Science, engineering, materials science,
marketing, design, machinery, business, law, logistics and more play a role in the
development and application of packaging technology.
As with many technologies, the materials from which packaging is made
determines the resulting properties of a package. The primary materials used for
packaging are glass, metal, paper, and plastic. The chemistry and physical structure of the
materials is what makes them all different from one another. Each material has its own
pros and cons within a packaging application. Glass, metal, and paper have been used for
packaging much longer than plastics.
Plastics are perhaps the most versatile packaging materials. Plastics are used for
both rigid and flexible packaging applications. A large variety of products are packaged
in plastics since the discovery of plastics in the first half of the 20th century. Plastics
cannot replace other materials for all applications since the chemistry and physical
behavior of plastics differ from glass, metal, and paper. However, plastics have been
utilized in a growing variety of packaging applications in recent years.
Flexible packaging is a rapidly expanding market segment for plastic packaging.
Flexibles are lighter, cheaper, and require less volume than many alternative packaging
options. All are reasons for manufacturers to choose flexible packages over other options.

Flexibles allow for differentiation on the retail shelf. Consumer acceptance is on the rise
for flexible packaging. This rise in consumer acceptance is likely due to opening,
dispensing, and reclose features that have been developed for flexible packaging.
Flexible packaging is by nature produced from materials that begin as flat, nearly
two dimensional structures. It isn’t until the flat material is given shape that it serves
much purpose for packaging. Heat seals are utilized to give flexible structures shape in
most flexible applications. They are also the means to achieve many of the closure
features in flexible packaging. Heat seals are clearly integral to flexible packaging.
A product can be prepared correctly and can be packaged with the most
appropriate material, but still fail if it isn’t heat sealed correctly. Heat seals can be
thought of as the walls of a castle. If the walls fail, when confronted with infestation,
mold, oxygen, water, or light the product inside will be at risk. One might think that all
heat seal threats can be avoided by making the strongest seals possible. That is not true.
Oversealing can result in burn through, which can cause small, permeable, pathways
within a heat seal.
Strong heat seals aren’t always desired. Peelable seals have become even more
popular for customer convenience in package systems. Lidding is frustrating for
consumers when it will not peel open. The same holds true for snack bags. The amount of
seal strength that is required for a certain package depends on the application. Controlling
the strength of a heat seal is a difficult goal to achieve. Trial and error methods are
typically used to achieve the ideal seal strength for an application.
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Forming a better understanding of how strength is determined in heat seals would
be valuable. Better peelable sealant systems could be utilized in packaging if seal strength
could be precisely controlled. Stronger, more durable heat seals could be developed if
seal strength could be maximized without burn through. Common schools of thought on
heat sealing teach that heat seals form when the molecules within plastics move into one
another during heat sealing. Forming a better understanding of this molecular behavior
should shed light onto how strength is developed in heat seals.
The over-arching goal of this thesis research is to understand how strength is
developed in heat seals. Seal strength is measured in heat seals made at a variety of
temperatures. The amount of interaction or diffusion between the two sides of the plastic
in a heat seal was also measured for the same heat seals. Diffusion of the plastics within
the heat seals is then correlated to the resulting seal strength of those heat seals.
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CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Packaging
Packaging has been an important concept since the dawn of humanity. It is
intimately intertwined with civilization. Packaging evolves as societal needs change and
technological advancements progress (Soroka, 2009). The need for containment,
protection, and preservation of food was one of the first driving forces for packaging. As
humans became nomadic, those same needs were amplified and transporting goods
became another important function of packaging (Hanlon, Kelsey, & Forcinio, 1998).
Today, food sources are mostly centralized, so the preservation and transportation
functions of packaging are more important than they have ever been. The food that is
consumed is less affected by food growth cycles or famine. Food availability is no longer
location-dependent for the majority of the globe (Soroka, 2009). However, many underdeveloped countries have sufficient food, but inadequate packaging to preserve the food
long enough to consume it (Soroka, 2009).
As the importance of branding emerged in the late 1700’s, brand identity became
an important concept in marketing. Brand owners and producers are now dislocated from
retail storefronts, so the products and packaging must stand on their own. Packaging
serves as advertising space and as informative space for things such as nutrition labels
(Soroka, 2009). People consume products at five times the rate that as that of 1935 and
convenience is important to the on-the-go consumer. Convenience fueled the
development of single-serve, disposable packaging. A product and its packaging have
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become interdependent. Ultimately packaging serves to contain, protect, preserve,
transport, dispense, and sell the product within it. Packaging is a complicated field that
requires the balance and coordination of science, engineering, materials science,
marketing, design, machinery, business, law, logistics, and more (Hanlon et al., 1998). In
order to meet the performance requirements of certain products, all of the aforementioned
knowledge must be considered.

Packaging Materials
The materials available for the packaging of products determine the form and
functionality of the packaging. The most common types of packaging materials used
today are paper, wood, metal, glass, and plastic (Soroka, 2009). Many packages utilize a
combination of these materials. Package performance requirements are based upon
product needs and they dictate the type of material that is necessary for packaging.
Naturally occurring materials such as leaves, shells, and animal skins served as the first
packaging materials (Selke, Cutler, & Hernandez, 2004). As advancements in materials
progressed, so did the production and performance of packaging. In order to understand
the properties of packaging materials, a basic understanding of chemistry is required.
It is important to have an understanding of basic chemistry to grasp the concepts
that are presented in the latter of this literature review. Heat sealing concerns the breaking
of chemical bonds within materials. Analytical techniques used in this thesis research
concern the manipulation of atoms. Elements are the fundamental building blocks of
everything that can be sensed, including packaging materials. Elements cannot be broken
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down into simpler substances (Darby, 2013a). An atom is the smallest unit that can define
an element. Atoms are measured on the scale of picometers. A picometer is a trillionth of
a meter, so atoms are extremely small. An atom consists of a nucleus that is surrounded
by negatively charged electrons (Callister, 2007). The atomic structure of carbon is
illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Atomic Structure of Carbon.

The nucleus of a carbon atom consists of six positively charged protons and six neutral
neutrons. Protons and neutrons are similar in size. Carbon atoms contain six negatively
charged electrons that surround the nucleus of the atom. Electrons have no known
components or sub-structure (Brown, LeMay, Bursten, Murphy, & Woodward, 2013).
The negatively charged electrons and positively charged protons are attracted to each
other. The positive/negative attraction holds the atom together. Every atom has neutrons,
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protons, and electrons, but each different type of atom has a different atomic
configuration (Callister, 2007). Oxygen contains 8 neutrons, 8 protons, and 8 electrons.
Electrons surround the atomic nucleus and exist in orbitals or shells. The orbital
closest to the nucleus contains the least amount of electrons (Darby, 2013a). The orbital
furthest away from the nucleus has the biggest capacity for electrons, as illustrated in
Figure 2.

Figure 2. Orbital Configuration of an Atom.

Orbitals can be sub-divided into K, L, M, and N subshells. The amount of subshells in
each orbital increases with distance from the nucleus. Subshells are classified as s, p, d,
and f subshells (Callister, 2007). Each type of subshell has a specific capacity, which is
shown in Table 1, below.
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Table 1. Orbital and Subshell Capacities.

Orbital
K

Subshell
s

Subshell Capacity
2

Orbital Capacity
2

L

s
p

2
6

8

M

s
p
d

2
6
10

18

N

s
p
d
f

2
6
10
14

32

Carbon contains six electrons, total. Two of those electrons are in the first orbital. The
other four are in the second orbital. Within the second orbital, two are in the s subshell.
Two are in the p subshell. Electrons in the outermost orbital of an atom are known as
valence electrons (Callister, 2007). Atoms are most stable when the outermost orbital is
full. Carbon needs four more electrons to completely fill the second orbital. Valence
electrons will interact with the valence electrons of other atoms in order to fill the
outermost shell of the atom that they belong to (Selke et al., 2004).
A molecule is a neutral group of two or more atoms. The atoms within a molecule
are held together by primary chemical bonds. Primary bonds are also known as
interatomic forces. There are three types of primary bonds: covalent, ionic, and metallic
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bonds (Brown et al., 2013). Covalent bonding occurs when the valence electrons of two
or more atoms are shared to completely fill the outermost orbital of each atom (Callister,
2007). Carbon can covalently bond with four hydrogen atoms to form methane, as
illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Covalent Bonding within Methane.

Hydrogen has one valence electron in the s subshell of its only orbital. Hydrogen is most
stable if it can bond with another atom to fill the s subshell. Carbon is most stable if it can
fill the remaining capacity for four electrons in its second orbital. Carbon can share the
four valence electrons with four atoms of hydrogen. The covalent bonding that takes
place with this sharing satisfies the only orbital within all of the hydrogen. It also satisfies
the second orbital of carbon. Electrons essentially count as two electrons in covalent
bonding. Electronegativity is the tendency of an atom to attract electrons towards it. Each
atom has a specific electronegativity (Brown et al., 2013). Oxygen, for example, has a
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higher electronegativity than carbon, so the electrons shared between oxygen and
hydrogen in water are more attracted to the oxygen nucleus than the shared electrons
between hydrogen and carbon in methane (Darby, 2013b).
There is another type of primary bonding called ionic bonding. In ionic bonding,
electrons are not shared. Electrons are donated by one atom and accepted by another
(Callister, 2007). Sodium chloride is a common example of an ionically bonded
molecule. Sodium contains one valence electron in its third orbital, as seen in Figure 4.
Chlorine contains seven valence electrons in the third orbital. Two are in the s subshell
and five are in the p subshell.

Figure 4. Electron Configuration of Sodium and Chlorine.
Drawing adapted from Darby, D. (2014). PKSC 8170 Primary Bonds Lecture.

Sodium would be more stable if the single electron in its third orbital was gone. Chlorine
would be more stable if the p subshell in its third orbital was filled as well. It is much
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easier and more probable for the one valence electron in sodium to be “donated” to
chlorine than it is for sodium to share seven electrons with another atom (Callister, 2007).
Chlorine accepts the donated electron to fulfill the p sub-orbital in its third orbital, as seen
in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Electron Donation from a Sodium Atom to a Chlorine Atom.
Drawing adapted from Darby, D. (2014). PKSC 8170 Primary Bonds Lecture.

Sodium has one less electron and chlorine has one extra electron after the exchange. The
balance of electrons to protons is no longer the same for each of the atoms. This electron
exchange results in a net positive charge in the sodium atom and a net negative charge in
the chlorine atom. Positive or negative atoms are called ions (Brown et al., 2013).
Positively charged ions are attracted to negatively charged ions. The attraction produces
an ionic bond between both atoms (Callister, 2007; Selke et al., 2004).
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Metallic bonding is another type of bonding. Metallic bonding is similar to
covalent bonding in most respects, as electrons are shared. However, electrons are
delocalized in metallic bonding. Delocalized electrons are free to travel beyond the atoms
that they originally belong to (Callister, 2007). All of the nuclei within the bonded metal
atoms share all of the valence electrons in their atoms. The mobility of these electrons is
what allows most metals to conduct electricity (Darby, 2013b).
Secondary bonds, van der Waals, or intermolecular forces are the forces that hold
different molecules together. Secondary bonds are weaker than primary bonds, but they
still affect material properties (Selke et al., 2004). Dispersion forces are one type of
secondary bond. They are also known as London dispersion forces. At any point in time,
the electrons that exist around the nuclei of a molecule could be less dispersed on one
side than the other. The side of the molecule with more electrons will have a slightly
more negative charge than the side with fewer electrons. At that point in time there is
more electron density on one side of the molecule than the other. When electron density
is higher on one side of a molecule the molecule is polar (Brown et al., 2013). Polar
molecules have a partially positive side and a partially negative side to them. Dispersion
forces occur when the partially positive side of one molecule is attracted to the partially
negative side to another molecule. Over time the polarity in the molecule changes, so the
average of the dispersion forces equals nearly zero over time (Selke et al., 2004).
Dipoles are molecules that are always polar. Hydrogen chloride is one example of
a dipole. Dipole molecules will arrange according to their localized charges as illustrated
in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Dipole Bonding of Hydrogen Chloride.
Drawing adapted from Darby, D. (2014). PKSC 8170 Secondary Bonds Lecture.

Hydrogen chloride will inherently arrange according to the charges on each end of the
molecule. The positive end of the molecule is attracted to the negative side of a different
molecule. Hydrogen bonding is a very strong type of dipole bonding (Twede & Selke,
2005). The electrons that bond hydrogen and oxygen are more attracted to the oxygen
atom in a water molecule. Oxygen has a very high electronegativity, so the electron
density around the oxygen atom causes a strong partial negative charge on the oxygen
side of a water molecule. The hydrogen molecules in water have a strong partial positive
charge. The hydrogen within a water molecule can form a strong dipole bond with strong
electronegative atoms of other molecules (Darby, 2013f). One common example is when
water molecules bond to other water molecules, as illustrated below in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Hydrogen Bonding Between Two Water Molecules.
Drawing adapted from Darby, D. (2014). PKSC 8170 Secondary Bonds Lecture.

Hydrogen bonding is not as strong as primary bonds, but it is the strongest secondary
bond (Selke et al., 2004). Water has a lower molecular weight than some gases, but it
remains a liquid at room temperature. Hydrogen bonding is what holds water molecules
together and prevents water from being a gaseous chemical at room temperature (Darby,
2013f).
Dipoles can sometimes cause otherwise non-polar molecules to become polar.
Dipole induced forces are the final type of secondary bonding (Selke et al., 2004). As
mentioned before, hydrogen chloride is a polar molecule. Iodine is a non-polar molecule.
Figure 8 illustrates hydrogen chloride in iodine.
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Figure 8. Hydrogen Chloride in Iodine.
Drawing adapted from Darby, D. (2014). PKSC 8170 Secondary Bonds Lecture.

Since hydrogen chloride is a dipole, it has positive and negative ends. The polarity of
dipoles can affect the neighboring iodine molecules. The electrons within iodine are
repelled from the partially negative chlorine side of the hydrogen chloride molecule. The
repelling causes an induced dipole within the iodine molecule. The newly formed dipole
within iodine will then cause dipole-dipole bonding between the hydrogen chloride and
iodine molecules. If the permanent dipole is removed, the induced polarity within iodine
will subside (Selke et al., 2004).
The type of bonding within and between the molecules in a material directly
influences the chemical and physical properties of that material. Atoms are not rigidly
bonded to one another. Atoms can rotate about the bonds between them. There can also
be multiple bonds between two atoms. There can be mixed types of bonds within and
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between molecules (Brown et al., 2013). The typical bond strengths of various bonds are
displayed below in Table 2.

Table 2. Bond Energy Examples for Various Types of Bonding.
Table adapted from Darby, D. (2013). PKSC 8170 Secondary Bonds Lecture.

Bond Type
Ionic Bond
Covalent Bond
Metallic Bond
Dispersion bond
Dipole bond
Hydrogen bond

Compound Bonding energy
kJ/mol
NaCl
640
C (diamond)
713
Al
324
not given
0.4-0.8
not given
<8
Water
51

Source
Callister
Callister
Callister
Selke
Selke
Callister

Primary bonds are stronger than secondary bonds. Therefore, it takes more energy to
break a molecule apart than it takes to separate two molecules apart from one another.
Pottery was some of the first formed, non-naturally occurring packaging and its
usage dates back to 7000 B.C. Glass making was an offshoot of pottery and was rarely
used at first, because it was difficult to manufacture (Hook & Heimlich, 2012). Glass
typically contains mostly ionic bonding, but there is some covalent bonding as well
(Darby, 2013d). As the glass-making process became refined in 1500 BC, the usage of
glass increased dramatically. The development of the blowpipe allowed for round
containers and other shapes. The development of the split mold allowed for branding and
product names to be molded into the glass. Today, a glass bottling line can produce
20,000 bottles per day (Hook & Heimlich, 2012). Packaging glass is made primarily from
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silica. Sodium oxide, calcium oxide, and other trace materials can be used to modify the
structure of glass to the needs of the application (Hanlon et al., 1998). Glass is considered
rigid packaging and it is a fragile material. Glass is typically reserved for high value
products or products that need the high barrier enclosure that is offered by it (Soroka,
2009). The development of less fragile materials was needed to combat the fragility of
glass.
Wood has been used for packaging since between 10,000 and 8,000 B.C. when
Egyptians used it for baskets. Today, wood is used for crates, pallets, barrels and paper
packaging (Twede & Selke, 2005). The usage of paper packaging emerged out of China
in the second century B.C. (Hook & Heimlich, 2012). Paper is typically made from
wood. Wood is composed mostly of cellulose, which gives wood its strength. Cellulose
has strong intramolecular and intermolecular bonding. It also features strong hydrogen
bonding. The strong bonding within the molecules of wood gives it strength (Darby,
2013c).
Paper making technology was refined and circulated around the globe over the
centuries following 8000 B.C. Further paper packaging functions emerged as the
manufacturing and machinery improved. The first paper bag was made in 1844 in
England (Smith, 1971). The usage of paper and paperboard packaging increased well
into the 20th century, but has decreased as other materials became available and cost
efficient.
Metal molecules are very small relative to the main structural molecules in other
materials. Metals are composed of a network of metallically bound atoms (Darby,
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2013e). Tin-plated iron cans were being used as far back as the 14th century. Metal was
considered poisonous, so it was not used for food preservation at first. In 1809, Napoleon
Bonaparte offered 12,000 francs to anyone who could preserve food for his army. The
need inspired Nicholas Appert to develop a cylindrical tin can that was filled, closed and
sterilized by boiling (Hook & Heimlich, 2012). This early form of retorting preserved the
food inside the can. Retorting was revolutionary because the food and the packaging
material could be sterilized simultaneously (Lee, Yam, & Piergiovanni, 2008).
Raw material cost is an important factor for packaging materials. William
Underwood discovered that replacing iron cans with steel could make the process more
efficient and cost-effective in the early 19th century (Hook & Heimlich, 2012). Packaging
steel is composed of 98% iron. Very small amounts of carbon and other trace elements
are included to add strength and corrosion resistance to steel (Darby, 2013e).
Aluminum was more expensive than gold when it was first discovered because it
was expensive to purify. The aluminum refining process wasn’t cost effective until the
1950’s (Hook & Heimlich, 2012). Afterwards, the usage of aluminum for packaging
grew rapidly. Packaging aluminum is not pure. It consists of a variety of alloys,
depending on the application. Alloys are mixtures of different metals (Callister, 2007).
Dispensing was difficult for cans since a hammer and chisel was the only way to open
them initally. The key wind metal tear strip and the can opener were invented in the
1860’s and 1870’s, respectively, to solve the convenience issue. It wasn’t until the 1950’s
that the opening tab can was invented (Hook & Heimlich, 2012). Metals are most
commonly used for rigid packaging, but soft, malleable metal tubes for pastes and
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lubricants are used as well (Soroka, 2009). Metals are also used in multi-layer packages,
which will be covered in further sections.
Plastic is the newest widely used material for packaging and it is perhaps the most
versatile packaging material. The first man-made plastic was cellulose nitrate. It was
unveiled by Alexander Parkes at the Great International Exhibition in 1862. The
revolutionary material could be molded when heated and retained that molded shape
when the material was cooled. The first commercially available man-made plastic was
Bakelite, which was produced by Baekeland in 1907 (Selke et al., 2004). However, it
took a long time for material scientists and researchers to really understand the nature of
plastics. It wasn’t until 1920 that German chemist Hermann Staudinger proposed the idea
that these newfound materials were macromolecules formed by covalent bonding
between smaller, repeating molecules (Selke et al., 2004).

Plastics for Packaging Applications
Polymers are macromolecules. Macromolecules are very large molecules.
Macromolecules contain a large number of atoms and chemical bonds. Polymer
molecules are much bigger than the molecules that make up wood, glass, and metals.
The massive size of polymer molecules plays a large role in their chemical and physical
characteristics (Callister, 2007). Plastics are only one category of polymer. Other
categories of polymers include adhesives, fibers, rubbers, cellulose, deoxyribonucleic
acid (DNA), and ribonucleic acid (RNA). Plastics are different from other polymers
because of their ability to flow and be molded under the influence of heat and pressure.
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Plastics require much lower temperatures to mold and physically change than glass and
metals. Plastics soften when they are heated and pressure can be utilized to force them
into a certain shape. Plastics harden and retain their shape after cooling and returning to
room temperature. Thermoplastics are plastics that can repeatedly undergo the heating
and molding process. Thermosets are a type of plastic that can only be heated and formed
once (Harper, 2006). The majority of plastics that are utilized in packaging are
thermoplastics (Selke et al., 2004).
Monomers are the basic building blocks of polymers. They are the molecules
from which polymers are produced. Monomers typically originate from by-products of
the oil and natural gas industry. Most monomers consist of covalently bonded carbonbased backbones. Backbones are also usually covalently bonded to various other common
elements such as hydrogen, oxygen, sulfur, chlorine, fluorine, and nitrogen. Ionic
bonding plays a role in some monomers (Selke et al., 2004). The most structurally simple
monomer is ethylene, which is the repeating block of polyethylene. Polyethylene consists
of a carbon-carbon backbone with two hydrogen atoms attached to each carbon atom, as
illustrated in Figure 9 (Peacock, 2000).

Figure 9. Ethylene Monomer and Polyethylene Chain Section.
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Monomers are denoted by the smallest repeating chemical structure within parentheses or
brackets. The letter “n” denotes the number of repeating monomer units. Polymers
contain at least five repeating monomer units, but can contain thousands in each polymer
molecule. The more monomer units in a polymer, the longer the polymer is (Selke et al.,
2004). Longer polymer chains are also heavier. Molecular weight is often used as a way
to characterize a polymer (Harper, 2006). Polymers are created or synthesized by a
process called polymerization. Monomers are chemically joined into polymer chains
during polymerization. Many characteristics of polymers are controlled by the way that
they are polymerized (Selke et al., 2004).
Polyethylene is the most widely used polymer for packaging applications. It is
available in various forms, based on the way that it is polymerized. The physical and
chemical characteristics of polyethylene are very broad, depending on how it is made
(Peacock, 2000). The three most common forms are low-density polyethylene (LDPE),
linear low-density polyethylene (LLDPE), and high-density polyethylene (HDPE). Highdensity polyethylene is much like the structure that is shown above in Figure 9. It is a
linear polymer because it does not contain many, if any, side chain branches (Peacock,
2000). Other common linear polymers include polyethylene terephthalate (PET), Nylons,
polyvinyl chloride (PVC), and polypropylene (PP) (Selke et al., 2004). During
polymerization, the points at which monomers are added on can be influenced. It is
possible to influence the growth of the chain and create side chain branches off of the
main polymer chain back bone. Low-density polyethylene contains a lot of side chain
branches, as illustrated in Figure 10 (Peacock, 2000).
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Figure 10.. Side Chain Branching Comparison of HDPE, LLDPE, and LDPE.

The side chain branches within LDPE are long. LLDPE contains branches, but they are
short. The degree of branching within the three forms of polyethylene determine many
characteristics of the polymer (Selke et al., 2004).
Polymers will pack into an arrangement that has the lowest energy state.
Linear polymer chains can form into a more compact arrangement than non
non-linear
linear
polymer chains. There are no side branches to impede linear polymer chains from folding
in on themselves.. Polymer chains form crystals when they fold in on themselves. A
crystal is a regularly ordered or patterned arrangement of molecules (Pethrick, 2007).
2007)
Plastics, glass, and metals can form crystals. Crystallinity is the tendency of a material to
have crystals. Polymer chains within a crystal pack into tightly arranged lamellae, which
w
are illustrated in Figure 11 (Selke et al., 2004)
2004).
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Figure 11.. Crystalline Lamellae of Polym
Polymer Chains.
Figure adapted from Kimmel, B
B. (2014). PKSC 4160 Crystallinity Lecture.

Multiple polymer chain backbones can contribute to the same lamellae structure.
Backbones can also exit and re
re-enter
enter the lamellae. The size of side groups and the
intramolecular
ecular bonding forces between the polymer chains within a lamellae determine
the degree of packing (or
or the density
density) of crystals within a polymer (Pethrick, 2007).
2007)
Polymers that have a higher degree of crystallinity generally have higher densities,
densities lower
permeability,, increased tensile strength, and better chemical resistance when compared to
low crystallinity polymers. The polymer also has less space, or free volume, between
polymer chains. Gas, water, and other chem
chemicals
icals cannot penetrate the polymer as easily
(Selke et al., 2004).
Completely crystalline polymers are not commonly used in packaging applications.
Semi-crystalline
crystalline polymers are more commonly utilized (Selke et al., 2004). SemiSemi
crystalline polymers contain regions of crystals. They also contain amorphous regions.
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Amorphous regions contain no repeating structure. The crystals within a semi-crystalline
polymer are connected by polymer chains called tie molecules, as illustrated in Figure 12
(Kimmel, 2013).

Figure 12. Lamellae and Crystals Within a Semi-crystalline Structure.
Drawing adapted from Kimmel, B. (2014). PKSC 4160 Crystallinity Lecture.

HDPE, LLDPE, and LDPE are all classified as semi-crystalline. However, HDPE is more
crystalline because there are no side chain branches to impede crystals from forming.
LLDPE forms more crystals than LDPE. LDPE is the least crystalline out of the three
forms (Peacock, 2000).
Some polymers are mostly or completely amorphous. There is no regular
packing or order to the polymer chains within an amorphous polymer (Pethrick, 2007).
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Amorphous polymers such as polystyrene, polyester glycol, and amorphous polyester are
used in packaging applications.
Homopolymers are composed of only one type of monomer. Copolymers are
composed of two or more types of monomer in the same molecule. They are utilized in
packaging because the properties of each monomer can be combined. Copolymers are
polymerized by including the two or more monomers in the polymerization reactor.
Copolymers can have linear and branched macrostructures. There are a variety of
architectures or backbone arrangements in copolymers. A random copolymer features
monomers that are randomly distributed throughout the polymer chain backbone, as
illustrated in Figure 13 (Selke et al., 2004).

Random:

A----AAABABBBBAAABABBBABBBAAABBAABBBA----B

Alternating: A----ABABABABABABABABABABABABABABABA----B
Block: A----AAAAABBBBBAAAAABBBBBAAAAABBBBBAAAAA----B
Graft: A----AAAAA—AAAAAAA—AAAAA—AAAAAAA—AAAAA----A
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
|
B
|
B
|
B
B
Figure 13. Various Copolymer Chain Architectures. Capital Letters Represent Different
Monomers.
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Alternating copolymers feature an exact repeating, alternating of the two monomers that
are polymerized. Block copolymers feature long repeating groups of one monomer that
are followed by long repeating groups of the other monomer. The long repeating groups
are alternated. Graft copolymers contain a backbone that consists of only one type of
monomer. The branches of the copolymer consist of the other type of monomer.
Copolymers can consist of a combinaiton of various copolymer architectures. The
relative positions of the monomer and co-monomer within a copolymer determine
branching, crystallinity, and other properties. If the monomers line up well,
intramolecular bonding can be strong depending on what molecular species are present
(Selke et al., 2004). Ethylene acrylic acid (EAA) is one type of copolymer of
polyethylene. It is made by combining ethylene monomers and acrylic acids during the
polymerization process. The chemical structure of EAA is illustrated in Figure 14
(Peacock, 2000).

Figure 14. Molecular Structure of Ethylene Acrylic Acid.

EAA contains carboxyl groups (HO-C=O) on the side chains of the molecule. Carbonyl
groups allow for hydrogen bonding to occur in EAA. Therefore, EAA has better strength,
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adhesion, and toughness than polyethylene. EAA is commonly utilized as a tie layer, or
joining layer, between foils and other polymers in packaging applications (Selke et al.,
2004). EAA is used in meat, cheese, snack food, and medical products (Lee et al., 2008).
The acidic side groups within polymers such as EAA can be neutralized to change
the properties of the polymer. Zinc, sodium, and lithium salts can be used to neutralize
the acid functional groups within the side chain of EAA or other copolymers such as
ethylene methacrylic acid (EMAA). When an acidic polymer is neutralized it becomes an
ionomer. Ionomers are very tough because the ionic bonds within them can form ionic
bonds between polymer chains. The combination of covalent and ionic bonds make
ionomers strong. However, crystals do not easily form in ionomers because ionic bonding
reduces the possibilities for rearrangement of polymer chains (Selke et al., 2004).
Ionomers are more resistant to oils and other contaminants than polyethylene and
polyethylene copolymers because ionic bonds are resistant to oils. Ionomers are ideal for
food packaging applications where oils are in the food products (Lee et al., 2008).
Plastics are utilized in many types of packaging. Applications of plastics in
packaging depend on the cost, molecular structure, physical properties, chemical
properties, and processing capabilies of the polymer (Selke et al., 2004). Since the
properties of plastics are so diverse, there are many applications for plastics in packaging.
Highly crystalline plastics are most commonly used in some rigid and semi-rigid
packaging applications. Semi-crystalline polymers are most commonly used in semi-rigid
and flexible packaging applications (Soroka, 2009).
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Flexible Packaging
Flexible packages are defined as a “package or container made of flexible or
easily yielding materials that, when filled and closed, can be readily changed in shape”
(Soroka, 2009). Flexible packages can consist of plastic, paper, metal foils, or even glass
in specialty applications. Monolayer flexible packages consist of one layer of material.
Multilayer flexible packages consist of more than one layer of material and those layers
can be similar or of completely different types of material. Any of the aforementioned
materials can be and are used together to combine the physical properties of each
individual material. However, glass is typically only utilized in flexible packaging as a
thin coating on a different material layer. Flexible packaging is made by a collection of
processes, which when lumped together, are called converting. In converting, raw
materials are physically changed, shaped, and combined with other raw materials to
produce usable packaging (Miller, 1994).
Monolayer flexible packages are typically made from plastic, paper, or metal.
Plastic monolayers, commonly referred to as films, are made by extrusion. Extrusion
(illustrated in Figure 15) is a process by which thermoplastics are melted as they are fed
through a hopper into a barrel by way of a feed throat (Harper, 2006). The polymer is
pushed through the barrel by a screw that is rotated by a powered motor. The polymer is
heated along the way by both shear friction from screw rotation and heaters along the
way. The polymer reaches a near-liquid viscosity so it flows easily. The melted polymer
is then forced through an adapter and a shaped metal die. The melt is cooled by various
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methods after it passes through the die and it takes the shape of the die as it is cool. Most
flexible packaging plastics are flat and are rolled up after eextrusion (Miller, 1994).
1994)

Schematic.
Figure 15.. Extruder Schematic
Drawing adapted from Darby, D. (2014). PKSC 4300 Extrusion Lecture.

Multilayer flexible packaging is made in various ways, depending on the
application. Multilayer plastic materials are often used in flexible packaging to take
advantage of the properties of each individual layer of plastic. Some materials are
stronger than others. A material such as nylon is utilized when strength is of importance.
Some materials provide better water or gas barriers than others. High barrier materials are
often required in food packaging applications (Lee et al., 2008). Some materials provide a
better print surface than others because of the surface properties of the material (Soroka,
2009). Co-extrusion
extrusion is a method by which multiple extruders, containing different
plastics, are
re all fed into the same die. The die contains multiple pathways within it that
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are completely separate at the feed points from each extruder. The separate pathways are
pumped with the different polymers and the pathways unite at the opening of the die. At
the opening point the separate, flowing polymers contact each other and fuse together as
they are cooled (Miller, 1994). The individual layers retain the respective properties of
each individual plastic except at the interfaces between them.
Another way to combine multiple layers of flexible materials is lamination.
Lamination is necessary when an application requires that a plastic layer to be combined
with a non-plastic material (Soroka, 2009). If water vapor, oxygen, and light barrier are
needed, plastic is usually laminated to metal foil or a metalized plastic. Metalized plastic
has a thin layer of metal on the surface of it. Adhesive lamination is used to combine
previously made monolayers of material with a thin layer of adhesive glue between them.
It can be used to combine plastic, paper, and foils. Extrusion lamination is similar to
adhesive lamination, but a layer of plastic is extruded between two different materials and
when it cools, the layers are joined together. Extrusion coating is a method of covering
one material with a layer of plastic. The plastic is extruded onto the surface of the
material and as it cools, the layers are joined (Miller, 1994).
Printing is another important converting process for flexible packaging. Almost
all primary flexible packaging on the store shelf is printed. The surface of a flexible
package is used to advertise a product, to catch the eye of a consumer in the retail setting,
and to provide legally required information. Flexible packaging is commonly printed by
applying ink with a cylindrical stamp called a plate. The cylindrical shape of the plate
allows for continuous printing. Printed material layers are often covered by a layer of
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plastic film to eliminate the issue of ink abrasion (FLEXOGRAPHY: Principles &
practices2013). Converting processes can be combined and conducted in tandem with
each other (Soroka, 2009).
There has been a significant surge in the use of flexible packaging that has
followed the same trend as the increase in usage of plastic packaging since the 1970’s
(Selke et al., 2004). Flexible packaging is now one of the most widely used forms of
packaging. Many products have undergone a change from rigid packaging to flexible.
Soup cans are just one example. Cans are much heavier than a flexible pouch. Cans also
consume more volume than a flexible pouch when empty. The savings in space can help
in storage or transportation of empty packages. Many products have moved from rigid
packaging to flexible packaging because it allows them to stand out on the store shelf
(Soroka, 2009).
When flexible packaging is extruded, laminated, and/or printed, it must be
converted into a usable package. Heat sealing is one common method of changing a
nearly two dimensional film into a three dimensional package that can contain, protect,
transport, and advertise a product.

Heat Sealing
Heat sealing is an important process in packaging, as many packages are closed
with a heat seal. Heat seals are used primarily in flexible packaging, but they are also
used in rigid and semi-rigid packaging. Heat sealing is a method of closing a package by
applying energy to two pieces of thermoplastic material (Selke et al., 2004). A
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thermoplastic is a polymer that becomes pliable or moldable above a specific
temperature. Thermoplastics return to a solid state upon cooling back down. The flow of
melted thermoplastics and their cohesion/adhesion properties are exploited during heat
sealing (Darby, 2012). Heat sealing is used to close single layer and multilayer packages
and can fuse similar or dissimilar materials together (Morris & Darby, 2009).
Heat seals are just as important to protecting a product as the materials that are
used to make the package. No matter how well a product is prepared or how well
engineered the packaging material is, a compromised seal can pose risk to the product
inside or to the end user of the product. Proper heat seals are imperative in the
containment, protection, preservation, transportation, and dispensing functionalities of
packages. Heat seals help contain and protect products from the package line to the end
user’s point of use. Common hazards between the packaging line and the end-user
include physical abuse, dirt, dust, infestation, microbial growth, and theft. If a seal fails
during any point before use, containment and protection are compromised (Darby, 2012).
Oxygen, water vapor, flavor, and aroma permeation all play a large role in the
preservation of food and other products (Lee et al., 2008). Much research goes into
choosing the correct material structure to acquire the ideal permeation for a package. If
the seals that close the package are not good enough, permeation will occur at the seal
area.
Peelable seals are common methods of dispensing products from packaging.
Peelable seals must strong enough to protect, contain, preserve, and transport products,
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but easy enough to open and dispense what is inside. Peelable or fusion seals can be
achieved by varying the factors that go into making a heat seal.
Heat seals are formed between two materials or two sections of the same material
(Selke et al., 2004). Two films are drawn in Figure 16, below. Film one (gray) and film
two (orange) are the two pieces that are to be heat sealed.

Figure 16. Cross Section Orientation of Film Interaction.

The exploded view of the two different films is a cross section oriented view of the two
films. Thickness 1 and Thickness 2 correspond with the thickness of the gray film and the
orange film in the non-magnified view. The interaction surfaces of each material are
labeled as X in the expanded view of the cross section, above.
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Heat sealing is dependent on three factors: pressure, energy, and time. Pressure is
utilized to hold the two pieces of material that are to be sealed together for intimate
contact, as illustrated in Figure 17 (Selke et al., 2004). There is no diffusion or
entanglement between films at this point.

Figure 17. Cross Section of Two Sealant Films in Contact Before Sealing.

Pressure must be sufficient enough to hold the materials together, but excessive pressure
is undesirable. If the pressure is too high, the films will be over-compressed.
Compression on a molten seal can lead to squeeze out on the edges of the heat seal
interface, which weakens the overall seal (Darby, 2012). Energy is applied to the
polymers and it causes the polymer chains within the polymer to vibrate. Various forms
of energy can be utilized to vibrate the polymer chains within a heat seal. In most flexible
packaging seals, energy must be sufficient to conduct through the entire thickness of each
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material that is being sealed towards the interface of the materials. The amount of energy
required to conduct through multilayer materials depends on the properties of each
individual material in the structure (Selke et al., 2004). Polymer chain vibrations cause
the chains to move more and more due to the increasing temperature as time progresses.
The movement of the polymers on the molecular scale causes the plastic to soften and
then melt. When energy is sufficient enough to break the intermolecular bonds between
polymer chains, the chains can move freely (Callister, 2007). Once the energy has
conducted through to the interface of both films that are being sealed, the polymer chains
at that interface between both films begin to interact. The polymer chains of each film are
moving freely and the pressure and energy drives them into one another. It is theorized
that polymer chains from one film diffuse into the polymer chains of the other film (Selke
et al., 2004). Figure 18 illustrates the interaction of polymer chains at the heat seal
interface, at various progressing times.

Figure 18. Progression of Polymer Chain Diffusion at Four Progressing Times.

As time progresses, it is likely that polymer chains will diffuse further into one another
from each side of the heat seal while under heat and pressure. Between T1 and T4,
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polymer chains move further together and become entangled across the interface.
Polymer chains in the bulk sides of each film remain together, but polymer chains near
the interface have moved away from their bulk and diffused into one another (Selke et al.,
2004).
When the polymers melt, they reach a near-liquid viscosity and begin to flow.
Pressure plays a secondary role in heat sealing. The near-liquid viscosity polymer will
flow in the path of least resistance, so pressure helps direct that flow and keep it in the
seal interfacial area. Non-pressurized seals are susceptible to gaps and holes, which lead
to contamination, leaking, and ruined products (Selke et al., 2004).
Time determines the rate of production for heat seals and is important for various
reasons. Dwell time is the length of time that energy is applied to the material. Dwell
time must be sufficient for heat to conduct through the material to the seal interface and
long enough for the polymer to melt and for polymer chains to interact with one another
(Darby, 2012). After a set dwell time, the energy is removed from the heat sealed films,
and the pressure is removed simultaneously. The heat seal remains hot after the removal
of energy and pressure.
Cooling time is another important time factor, because a heat seal is not fully
strengthened until the polymer cools back down and crystals, if present, can re-form
(Selke et al., 2004). As the heat seal cools, the polymer chains in the bulk sections of
each film, as well as the ones that have diffused together, decrease in their molecular
vibrations. Cooling time is especially important for form, fill and seal systems where a
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product impacts the heat seal area before it has had time to cool back down to room
temperature (Henry, 2012).
The same types of bonds that held the polymer chains together before sealing
begin to re-form between polymers in the bulk sides of each material. The same type of
bonds from between polymer chains from each film that have come into contact with
each other, thus forming a consistent joining point. Dwell time depends on material,
sealing methodology and application on a high-speed production packaging line. Figure
19 illustrates a heat seal after diffusion has occurred and the heat seal has cooled down.

Figure 19. Cross Section of a Formed Heat Seal.

It is likely that there is a consistent concentration of polymer chains from film 1 in the
bulk side of the left of the formed heat seal. There is also an expected consistent
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concentration of polymer chains from film 2 in the bulk side on the right. A formed heat
seal has an amount of distance between the two bulk sides of the formed seal where
entanglement and interaction between the polymer chains from each film has occurred.
The distance between each bulk side of the heat seal can be called a diffusion distance.

Heat Sealing Methods and Applications
There are many different ways to make a heat seal. The type of energy that is used
to make a seal often defines the sealing methodology (Darby, 2012). In impulse sealing,
current is conducted through a wire and the resistivity of the wire causes it to heat up.
The heat is transferred to the polymer and causes melting and sealing (Selke et al., 2004).
Induction sealing, also known as radio frequency sealing, melts and seals polymers with
an alternating magnetic field. Induction sealing only applies to multi-layer materials that
have a metal component. The alternating magnetic field causes the metal to heat up. The
heat is transferred to the polymer layer and melting occurs to create a seal (Darby, 2012).
Dielectric sealing is often used to seal polar polymers. An alternating electric field is
applied to the polymers. Their polarity causes a resistance to adjust to the alternating
field, resulting in heat build-up. The build-up causes melting and a seal is formed (Selke
et al., 2004). Ultrasonic sealing utilizes high frequency sound waves to create vibrations
and friction within a sealant material. The vibrations cause the material to heat up and
melt (Selke et al., 2004). Radiant sealing utilizes radiant waves rather than conduction.
The seal area is passed through two hot bars and it does not touch them. The heat is
radiated through the air between the bars and it melts the polymer. The seal area is then
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passed through a seal wheel that applies pressure and allows for polymer entanglement to
occur (Selke et al., 2004). Hot air and hot gas sealing utilize convection. Heat is applied
to seal areas by blowing the hot gas on the surface of the seal area and then applying
pressure (Darby, 2012). Laser sealing utilizes energy from infrared light to seal packages.
Certain materials absorb the light at specific frequencies. At other frequencies, the light
just passes though those materials. A specific frequency is chosen that will only be
absorbed by the sealant layer. The light energy that is absorbed causes the sealant
molecules to vibrate and heat up. This heat energy causes melting and a seal is formed
(Darby, 2012).
Heated tooling or hot bar sealing is the most commonly utilized form of heat
sealing. Pressure, energy, and time can be explicitly controlled in heated tooling. Two
steel seal jaws are utilized in heated tooling sealing, as illustrated in Figure 20, below
(Selke et al., 2004).
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Figure 20. Cross-Sectional Diagram of a Heated Tooling Sealer. Heated tooling
configurations vary.

Some models feature dual-heated seal jaws while others only supply heat with one of the
seal jaws. A resistance heater that holds each seal jaw at a constant temperature heats the
seal jaws. A thermostat and thermocouple are used to maintain the temperature. If the
measured temperature is below the set temperature, more heat is supplied. If the
measured temperature is too high, heat is not added until the measured temperature is
below the set temperature again (Morris & Darby, 2009).
Both sections of material that are to be heat sealed are placed between the two
seal jaws before sealing. The seal jaws are pushed together by a pressure line, or by
mechanical means. When the seal jaw comes in contact with the sealant material, the heat
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energy from the seal jaws are conducted throughout the plastic material. The pressure that
holds the material together also directs the flow of melted polymer material, evenly
throughout the seal area (Selke et al., 2004). Dwell time is controlled by setting the time
on a timer on the heat sealer. It must be sufficient for heat conduction and polymer chain
entanglement to occur. After the specified dwell time, the pressure and energy are
removed from the heat seal. The heat within the seal then dissipates and the fully formed
heat seal is made (Morris & Darby, 2009).
Heat seals are utilized in a wide variety of packages. They are used to seal the
lidding of bottles, jars, cans, cups, trays, and blister packaging. Heat sealed lidding
protects the food inside the aforementioned packages hermetically, but allows for easy
opening. Extruded plastic layers on paperboard cartons and boxes are heat sealed to
package milk, juice, and other beverages (Lee et al., 2008). Heat seals are utilized to
close clamshell packaging, which protects high value products from damage and theft in
transportation and the retail environment, respectively. Heat seals are also used to wrap
packaging for shrink, flow, and overwrap. Heat sealing also serves to create geometry for
flexible packaging. Plastic bags are sealed in specific ways to give them their shape to be
able to contain products. Pouches are also heat sealed. The shape of flat, standup, pillow,
and other pouches is defined by the sealing geometry of the package (Darby, 2012).

Seal Strength Testing and Seal Failure Modes
Depending on the application, a package may require a very strong seal or a weak
seal. Strong seals are referred to as fusion seals and weak seals are commonly referred to
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as peelable seals. Knowing the strength of a seal is important because if a package that is
meant to have a fusion seal in fact has a peelable seal, the product inside could be at risk.
There are a variety of methods for measuring seal strength (Darby, 2012). The most
widely used methodology is by conducting seal peel testing. ASTM F88/F88M – 09,
Standard Test Method for Seal Strength of Flexible Barrier Materials, is a widely used
methodology for measuring the strength of seals. ASTM F88 specifies that the heat
sealed material should be cut to a one inch by three-inch specimen, as illustrated in
Figure 21.

Figure 21. Specimen Size for Seal Strength Testing, According to ASTM F88/F88M –
09.

Common heat seal widths are 15 millimeters and one inch, according to ASTM F2029 –
08, Standard Practices for Making Heatseals for Determination of Heatsealability of
Flexible Webs as Measured by Seal Strength.
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Once an adequate number of heat seals are prepared, they are then aged between
24 and 48 hours at ambient conditions (ASTM F2029 - 08, standard practices for making
heatseals for determination of heatsealability of flexible webs as measured by seal
strength.2008). After conditioning, the samples are ready to be tested with a tensile
machine. A tensile machine pulls materials apart and measures the resulting forces on the
materials. Specimen grips are commonly spaced at one inch, but even smaller separations
are necessary for highly extensible materials. To test the seal strength of a seal, the tensile
machine must first be calibrated or zeroed. After calibration, the specimen is loaded into
the grips of the machine in one of three ways, which are illustrated in Figure 22 (ASTM
standard F88/F88M - 09, standard test method for seal strength of flexible barrier
materials.2009).

Figure 22. Seal Strength Testing Loading Techniques, according to ASTM F2029-08.
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The loading technique that is most consistent should be chosen based on the application.
Once a loading technique is chosen, it cannot be changed between specimen repetitions.
The heat sealed portion of the specimen should be placed at equal distances from each
grip. There should not be slack in the specimen, but the material should not be stretched
when mounted.
Once the sample is loaded, the test can be started. The tensile machine pulls one
grip away from the other grip and pulls the heat seal apart. Grip separation rates between
8 and 12 inches per minute are common. A computer that is attached to the machine plots
the force required to separate the heat seal versus the grip separation distance. If a heat
seal peels, the average force of the peeling area of the tensile plot is reported for seal
strength. If the heat seal does not peel, the maximum force should be reported as the seal
strength. The mode of failure of a seal describes in detail the way that the seal was
separated and/or the heat seal material behaved. There are three seal separation failure
modes, which are illustrated in Figure 23, below (ASTM standard F88/F88M - 09,
standard test method for seal strength of flexible barrier materials.2009).
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Figure 23. Seal Separation Failure Modes.
Drawing adapted from ASTM F88 Figure 4 (ASTM F88-09, 2009)

Seal separation failure modes describe failures where the two layers of material in a seal
completely peel and separate from each other. Adhesive peeling occurs when the sealant
material on each side of the heat seal remains with the bulk of that material after
separation. Cohesive peeling occurs when portions of each side of the seal remain with
the opposite side after separation. Delamination occurs when the strength of the heat seal
is higher than the strength of the lamination between the sealant and another material.
There are four seal interference failure modes, which are illustrated in Figure 24.
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Figure 24. Seal Interference Failure Modes.
Drawing adapted from ASTM F88 Figure 4 (ASTM F88-09, 2009)

The two material break failure modes occur when the heat seal and optional lamination
bond are both stronger than the material that was used to make the heat seal. Material
break can occur right at the heat seal interface or remotely. Material elongation occurs
when the heat seal is stronger than the materials used to make it, but the materials are
extensible. Sometimes a material will begin to peel, but the material is extensible. Peel
with elongation is the resulting failure mode. It is possible that a heat seal can fail in more
than one failure mode. The operator must specify all failure modes, because simply
reporting an average force or a maximum force does not describe the heat seal behavior
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adequately (ASTM standard F88/F88M - 09, standard test method for seal strength of
flexible barrier materials.2009).
Sealant materials do not have just one specific seal strength. It is possible to vary
the resulting seal strength of a sealant material by changing the way that the heat seal is
formed. The three main ways to vary resulting seal strength are to change the energy,
pressure, and dwell time for sealing. For heated tooling sealing, varying the energy or the
temperature is a common way to vary resulting seal strength. Heat seal curves are used to
understand the seal strength of a heat seal at various conditions. An example of a typical
temperature-based heat seal curve is show in Figure 25.

Figure 25. Temperature-Based Heat Seal Curve.
Drawing adapted from Darby, D. (2013). PKGSC 4300 Seal Curves Lecture.
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The temperature heat seal curve shows the relationship between temperature and
resulting seal strength for a given material. Pressure and dwell time are held constant for
temperature heat seal curves (Darby, 2013f). The seal initiation temperature or minimum
seal temperature is the temperature at which a sealant first develops strength. At
temperatures just above the seal initiation temperature, there is a large gain in seal
strength for a small increase in seal temperature. The plateau initiation temperature is the
point at which seal strength stops drastically increasing and levels out. Manufacturers
often seal at some temperature in the middle of the plateau because small variations in the
temperature of a sealer will not form drastically differing resulting seals. There is a point
at which the temperature is too high and sealant flows too much. Material can also
degrade at such high temperatures. The final plateau temperature is the point at which
seal strength reduces because the sealant has flowed out or the material has degraded
(Darby, 2013f).

Previous Work
Much previous work has been completed to gain an understanding of how heat
seal conditions play a role in the resulting strength of a heat seal. Early work by T.C.
Hendrickson showed how heat seals formed at the same temperature, pressure, and dwell
time could result in very different seal strengths. The number of heat seal cycles or bar
depressions before forming a heat seal can vary seal strength by up to 300 grams per
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inch. The temperature of a heat sealer bar is dependent on the temperature of the bar, the
dwell time, and the number of seals that were previously made (Hendrickson, 1967).
Work by H. W. Theller explored the effects of temperature, dwell time, pressure,
heat seal age, and grain direction on resulting heat seal strength. A LDPE coextrusion and
a HDPE/ethylene vinyl acetate-polybutylene coextruded film were studied. It was
concluded that interface temperature played the biggest role in controlling seal strength of
a heat seal. Temperature ranges from tack only seals to the distortion of the sealant
should be explored for a sealant system. Dwell time was also found to play a strong role
in resulting seal strength. There is a point in time at which the heat seal strength plateaus
and remains as dwell time is increased. Pressure must be adequate to bring both heat seal
surfaces into contact across the seal area. Theller concluded that beyond this pressure,
there is little effect on resulting seal strength. It was found that heat seal strength changes
significantly as a function of seal age for some sealants and not others (Theller, 1989).
Joseph Miltz explored the effect of molecular weight and molecular weight
distribution of a polymer on resulting seal strength. He sealed LDPEs of varying
molecular weight and molecular weight distribution at the same conditions. The study
concluded that polymer structure plays an important role in resulting seal strength (Miltz,
1980).
C. Mueller et al. explored the relationship of melting and interdiffusion with
LLDPE. They studied the effect of varying seal temperature between 100 and 130˚C.
Differential scanning calorimetry data was related to resulting seal strength. It was
concluded that at lower temperatures and lower seal strengths, only lower molecular
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weight, highly branched chains were diffusing in the seal interface. It was proposed that
high peel strengths can only be achieved at sealing temperatures that melt the higher
molecular weight, less branched chains (Mueller, Capaccio, Hiltner, & Baer, 1998).
Aithani et al. used a new approach for understanding the seal strength of LDPE,
HDPE, LLDPE, and cast polypropylene (CPP) heat seals. The temperature of the seal
interface was measured with a thermocouple and a time-temperature profile was obtained
with an oscilloscope. The time-temperature profile allowed for the physical change of
state of the material to be studied by examining inflection points. Fusion temperatures
were calculated, which were different than the seal interface temperatures. Fusion
temperatures were determined for all sealants studied and seals were made at
temperatures ranging below to above the fusion temperature. The results of the study
agreed with former studies on seal strength as a function of seal temperature. The results
also agreed with previous results between seal pressure and seal strength. However, it
was found that seal strength was not significantly controlled by dwell time. The highest
seal strengths were achieved at temperatures near the measured fusion temperature. It
was found that all seals made above the fusion temperatures resulted in fusion seals
(Aithani, Lockhart, Auras, & Tanprasert, 2006).
Recent work has shown that seal strength can sometimes be varied by holding
temperature and pressure constant, but changing dwell time (Bernal, Darby, Whiteside, &
Rieck, 2012; Navalakha, Darby, Whiteside, & Rieck, 2014). However, increasing dwell
time beyond one second is not applicable in a production setting when efficiency is of
value.
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Measuring seal strength as a function of production conditions is a good method
to understand strength and peelability within heat seals. However, the resulting values of
seal strength do not provide details about what is happening at the seal interface that
causes a seal to form. Understanding how strength develops within heat seals as a
function of diffusion would be more useful than just knowing seal strength values and
failure modes. Some work has been done to understand diffusion within heat seals.
Morris conducted work with ionomer heat seals of thin and thick structures. He
used a molecular diffusion model and a heat transfer model to compute the diffusion of
polymer chains in a heat seal interface during heat sealing. Interface temperature was
computed by way of the heat transfer model. Interface temperature was calculated
throughout dwell time and beyond the 0.5 second dwell time. The diffusion in a semifinite slab model was used to compute molecular penetration. This model is more
accurate at temperatures below the melting point. It was found that resulting heat seal
strength is related to the dimensionless penetration that was calculated. Models were
created that help to predict resulting heat seal performance as a function of thickness, seal
temperature, and dwell time (Morris, 2002).
Van Alsten also conducted work to understand the development of heat seal
strength as a function of polymer chain diffusion. Diffusion coefficients of sodium and
zinc ions were measured in unneutralized and partially neutralized poly-(ethylene-comethacrylic acid). Temperatures from 70˚C to 150˚C were used. Heating time of up to 20
seconds was used. Infrared attenuated total reflectance (ATR) was used to measure and
calculate diffusion coefficients of the ionomer into the EMAA. At temperatures above the
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resin melting temperature, the ion diffusion coefficients are orders of magnitude higher
than the chain backbone diffusion coefficients. This behavior suggests that polymer chain
backbone motion is related to ion diffusion. Results showed that seal strength in the
polymer is dependent on polymer chain interdiffusion above the melting temperature
(Van Alsten, 1996).
Other research by Tierney and Register concluded that ion diffusion rates are
much higher at higher percentages of neutralization in an ionomer (Tierney & Register,
2002b). They also found that ion hopping occurs between different layers of annealed
ionomers. Ion hopping is the phenomenon where ions jump between neutralized acid
sites within an ionomer. Tierney and Register studies were conducted on ions from
ionomers diffusing into other annealed ionomer layers. The total layers thickness of the
structures studied were 159 mils and significant ion diffusion was measured between five
and twenty hours of temperature exposure (Tierney & Register, 2002a). The material
thickness used in the Tierney and Register studies is much thicker than a traditional
multilayer heat sealable structure. The dwell times are orders of magnitude larger than
those used on a high speed packaging line.

The Need for Polymer Chain Diffusion Measurement
Previous work to understand how production conditions affect resulting seal
strength have indicated that temperature is an effective and efficient method to vary seal
strength. Work has also been conducted to prove that seal strength develops as a function
of polymer chain diffusion and entanglement. A dimensionless penetration was computed
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for polymer chains in ionomers. However, these are not explicit measurements of
polymer chain diffusion. Measurements were made to determine the diffusion
coefficients of ions and polymer chain backbones. However, the heating times were as
long as 20 seconds, which are much longer than those of a production-speed heat sealer.
Explicit polymer chain diffusion measurement of heat seals at production speed
dwell times could bridge the gap between heat seal conditions and resulting seal strength.
It could provide information about heat seals that has not been previously available. The
amount of diffusion and entanglement within heat seals differs based on the properties of
the materials which are formed. However, if a minimum entanglement distance could be
measured, the seal initiation temperature could be further understood. Measuring
diffusion distance could help down gauge sealant layers. If the maximum diffusion
distance for a given sealant is much less than the total thickness of that sealant, less
material could possibly be used in the sealant layer. Less sealant material can reduce
overall costs per package.
Knowing the diffusion distance range of a sealant could help with the production
of better peelable seals and better fusion seals. Producing better peelable seals translates
to better opening and dispensing systems for packaging. This could eliminate issues of
delamination of lidding systems when the resulting seal is too strong. Producing better
fusion seals would help protect products during shipping or storage in extreme
conditions.
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Measuring Polymer Chain Diffusion
In order to measure polymer chain diffusion in the interface of a heat seal,
measurements may need to be made on the nanometer scale. Microscopy is a group of
techniques that are used to image and measure objects that cannot be seen with the
unaided eye (Heath, 2005). Optical microscopy, or light microscopy, is the oldest and
most commonly used form of microscopy. The simplest example of a light microscope is
the magnifying glass. The light that is reflected off of an object passes through the single
lens of a magnifying glass. The curve of the glass bends the light that passes through
before it enters the eye. The object appears bigger because of the bending of the light that
is reflected off of the object that is being viewed. The amount of magnification depends
on the distance between the user’s eye and the object. Compound optical microscopes
utilize multiple lenses to magnify objects even further (Heath, 2005). Resolution is the
shortest distance between two separate points in a microscope’s field of view that can still
be distinguished as distinct entities. The resolution of the best optical microscopes ranges
between 10µm to 2µm (Hitachi, 2008). Typical optical microscope resolution is not
adequate for the imaging and measure of objects as small as the polymers in a heat seal.
Electron microscopy is another branch of microscopy. Instead of utilizing visible
light, electrons are used to magnify an object with electron microscopy. Detectors are
utilized for gathering the electrons, rather than a human eye. Scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) is one form of electron microscopy (Amelinckx, van Dyck, van
Landuyt, & van Tendeloo, 1997).
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A standard SEM is about the size of a large desk, as seen in Figure 26. The
specimen chamber (B) is where the sample that is to be imaged is placed. The column
(A) is located above the specimen chamber. The electron source and magnification
components are located within the column. A closed water chill system is required to
cool the components within the column. An x-ray (C) detector is fixed on the side of the
specimen chamber.

Figure 26. Photograph of the External Components of a Hitachi SU-6600 SEM.
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All of the aforementioned components are placed on top of a vibration isolation table.
Almost all components of the SEM are controlled via computer, keyboard, mouse, and
other custom controllers (D). SEM requires dedicated, filtered, electrical power to supply
the electron source and other electrical components. Under the table and behind the SEM
are a vacuum pump, nitrogen back-fill tank, control switches and pressurized air pumps
to control valves (Hitachi, 2008).
An internal schematic of the specimen chamber is illustrated in Figure 27.

Figure 27. Internal View of a Hitachi SU-6600 SEM Specimen Chamber.

Both the column and specimen chamber are evacuated during operation and held under a
vacuum of up to 10-4 Pa. A vacuum is used to minimize atmospheric interactions within
the electron microscope. Samples are loaded into the specimen chamber by way of a
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vacuum exchange door. The sample is then placed on the sample stage, which can be
moved up, down, left, right, back, forwards, and tilted. Electrons are generated by and
emitted from an electron gun, which is located at the top of the column. Electrons are
emitted as a beam, downwards towards the sample, as illustrated in Figure 28. SEM
electron beam energies can range between 0.1 to 200 kV (Goldstein et al., 2003). Some
SEM configurations only allow for a specific energy of electron beam. Many modern
configurations allow for the energy to be specified by the operator. The initial spot size,
or diameter, of the electron beam is too large to image samples on the nanometer scale, so
it must be focused (Goldstein et al., 2003).

Figure 28. Scanning Electron Microscope Schematic.
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The electron beam passes through the first and second condenser lenses. Condenser
lenses are electromagnetic and require cooling by the chiller system. The lenses serve to
reduce the size of and focus the path of the electron beam that passes through them by
distorting it. As the electrons are focused, they are formed into a fine beam. Modern SEM
configurations can focus the electron beam to a spot size of less than 10 nm. Deflection
coils serve to direct the fine beam in x and y directions on the sample surface (Hitachi,
2008).
When the fine electron beam contacts the surface of a specimen, the energy from
the fine beam is absorbed. The electron beam penetrates the sample and interacts with
atoms at a depth of approximately 1µm. The high-energy beam is absorbed and the
energy causes various electrons and x-rays are generated depending on the interaction
depth, as illustrated in Figure 29.

Figure 29. Relative Depth of Beam Penetration for Electron and X-Ray Generation.
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The volume of interaction has a shape similar to that of a teardrop (Heath, 2005).
Penetration distance requirements depend on the application. Applications that require
the ejection of secondary electrons secondary electron signals do not require as much
penetration as applications that require backscattered electrons or x-rays. Applications
that require minimal beam penetration also result in less beam damage (Goldstein et al.,
2003). Beam damage occurs when the electron beam ablates or burns atoms from the
surface of the specimen.
Secondary electrons and backscattered electrons are typically used for surface
imaging in SEM. A micrograph is an image generated with microscopy (Heath, 2005).
An electron micrograph of a sample cannot be generated instantaneously like optical
micrographs or images generated by a digital camera. The electron beam only interacts
with a very small volume at the surface of the sample being imaged, so graphic data is
only gathered for that small point at any given time. Electron micrographs must be built
by scanning the electron beam across the surface of the sample, line by line in the field of
view. Line by line scanning is known as rastering. Ejected electrons are at least 1000
times lower in energy than the primary electrons (Goldstein et al., 2003). The type and
amount of ejected electrons depends on the energy of the primary electrons within the
electron beam and the types of atoms that are located in the volume of penetration.
Electron detectors are positioned within the sample chamber at specific, ideal angles from
the sample stage in order to collect the maximum amount of ejected electrons, as
illustrated in Figure 30 (Hitachi, 2008).
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Figure 30. Electron Detectors in an SEM Specimen Chamber.

When backscattered electrons are collected in the detector, their energy level is converted
into an electrical signal current. The electrical signal current intensity is converted into a
single pixel that represents the volume of interaction of the electron beam at one point on
the sample. The pixel will be a shade of gray and the brightness or darkness of the shade
is dependent on the relative energy of the electrons that were detected from the volume of
interaction. Higher energy backscattered electrons result in a brighter pixel. Lower
energy backscattered electrons result in a darker pixel. As the fine electron beam is raster
scanned across the sample, the computer builds an image of the sample surface line by
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line. The image is made from dots with varying levels of gray on the computer screen
(Goldstein et al., 2003).
Backscattered electrons are utilized for the visualization of the topography and
compositional distribution of the specimen surface. Secondary electron detection is
similar to backscattered electron detection. However, the currents produced by secondary
electron detection provide even more detail about the topography of the sample surface.
Reducing the beam size and scanning a smaller area of sample achieve magnification.
SEM can resolve objects smaller than one nanometer in size (Amelinckx et al., 1997).
X-rays, specifically characteristic x-rays, are utilized for elemental analysis
techniques such as Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy (EDS or EDX). The ejected
electrons that are used for imaging in SEM serve a second purpose besides imaging.
When an electron is ejected from the inner orbital of an atom, a void is left behind.
Atoms lose at least the amount of energy that binds the ejected electron to the nucleus of
the atom. The absence of an electron leaves the atom as a temporarily excited ion. An
electron from an outer orbital will, within 1 picosecond, relax and fill the void left behind
by the ejected electron. There is an energy difference between the orbitals of atoms and
that energy is released when electron relaxation occurs. The energy is released in the
form of an x-ray when the volume of penetration goes deep enough into a sample
(Goldstein et al., 2003). The process of x-ray generation is illustrated in Figure 31, where
a neon atom is used as an example.
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Figure 31. Electron Ejection and X-ray Generation In a Neon Atom.

In step one, the incident electron beam interacts with the neon atom. Critical ionization
energy (Ec) is the minimum amount of energy required to eject an electron from an atom.
An electron beam that is twice the Ec for neon is typically used to eject an L orbital
electron from neon. In step two, an electron from the K orbital relaxes into the L orbital.
The relaxation energy is released as an emitted x-ray photon as shown in step three.
X-ray emission occurs for all elements except hydrogen and helium. Depending
on the orbital and electron configuration, sometimes only L or only K orbital electrons
are ejected. Atoms with electrons in the M orbital can produce L and K x-rays
simultaneously when electrons from the L and K orbitals are ejected. The energy
difference between electron orbitals is specific for each element. Therefore, the energy of
each emitted x-ray is specific for each element. The x-ray energy can be measured and
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used to determine which elements are present in the volume of interaction of the electron
beam (Goldstein et al., 2003).
The same fine electron beam that is used to image a specimen is used to perform
elemental analysis on the specimen. Therefore, the high resolution of SEM that results in
a detailed surface image can also be applied to study the presence of specific elements at
that same high resolution. The relative concentrations of elements present in a specimen
can be measured as well. If a specimen contains carbon and oxygen, the counts of
characteristic carbon x-rays can be compared to the counts of oxygen x-rays. The weight
percentage can then be calculated for each element (Goldstein et al., 2003). A specific
area of a specimen can be mapped, line-by-line, to graphically see which elements are
present and in what relative concentrations. Elemental analysis mapping is useful to
understand the dispersity of various elements on the surface of a specimen. EDS linescanning can be utilized to understand how the concentration of elements changes over
the distance of a specific line (Hitachi, 2008). Cross-sections of heat seals could be
studied with linescanning. By measuring the concentration of the elements within
different heat seals across the interface with linescanning, it may be possible to
understand diffusion of the polymers which the elements compose (Tierney & Register,
2002a).
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Scope of This Research Study
The research within this document broadly concerns the measurement of polymer
chain diffusion within heat seals. Specifically, polymer chain diffusion was measured as a
function of varying the temperature at which EAA-Ionomer heat seals were made.
Scanning electron microscopy and energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy were used to
measure the diffusion of ionomer polymer chains into EAA polymer chains in heat seals.
There are two main objectives in the following research. The first objective is to develop
a methodology of measuring polymer chain diffusion in heat seals. The second objective
is to determine the relationship between polymer chain diffusion and resulting seal
strength within a heat seal.
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CHAPTER THREE
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials, Equipment, and Software
The materials, equipment, and software used in this research study are outlined
and described in Tables 3 through 5, respectively.

Table 3. List of Materials
Material
9 wt.% Ethylene Acrylic Acid Resin

Manufacturer
The Dow Chemical Company
Midland, MI

Perform-X Outside-Treated 1 mil Zinc-Based Ionomer Film

Printpack, Inc.
Atlanta, GA

48 ga Hostaphan 2600 CT Polyethylene Terephthalate Film Mitsubishi Corporation
Marunouchi, Chiyoda, Tokyo

Ethylene Acrylic Acid Resin was donated for the use in this research project by The Dow
Chemical Company. Perform-X Ionomer film was in inventory in the DuPont Lab within
Newman Hall at Clemson University, Clemson, SC. The Hostaphan 2600 CT polyester
film was also in inventory in the DuPont Lab.
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Table 4. List of Equipment.
Equipment
Extruder

Description
Killion Pilot Scale Cast Extruder

Manufacturer
Killion
Cedar Grove, NJ

Micrometer

Nikon Digimicro MFC-101

Nikon Corporation
Chiyoda,
Tokyo, Tokyo

Heat Sealer

Sentinel Impulse/Hot Bar Combination
Heat Sealer (Model 12-12 AS)

Sentinel Packaging
Industries
Hyannis, MA

Thermometer

Digi-Sense® Dual JTEK Thermocouple
Thermometer

Eutech
Instruments
Ayer Rajah
Crescent,
Singapore

Tensile Machine

SATEC T10000 Materials Testing System

Instron
Norwood, MA

Load Cell

Omega Dyne LCHD-500 (0-500 lbs.) Load
Cell

Omega Dyne, INC.
Sunbury, OH

Differential
Scanning
Calorimeter

TA Instruments 2920 Modulated DSC

TA Instruments
New Castle, DE

Scale

OHAUS Explorer E00640 Scale

Ohaus Corporation
Parsippany, NJ

Scanning Electron
Microscope

Hitachi SU-6600 Scanning Electron
Microscope

Hitachi, Ltd.
Chiyoda, Tokyo,
Japan

All equipment except the scanning electron microscope is owned and maintained by the
Clemson University Food, Nutrition, and Packaging Science Department. The electron
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microscope is owned and maintained by the Clemson University Electron Microscopy
Laboratory.

Table 5. List of Software.
Purpose
Tensile Machine Control
and Analysis

Software
Instron Blue Hill®

Manufacturer
Instron
Norwood, MA

DSC Control

Thermal Advantage, Version 1.1A

TA Instruments
New Castle, DE

DSC Analysis

Universal Analysis 2000, Version 4.2E TA Instruments
New Castle, DE

SEM Control

Hitachi SU-6600 Custom Software

Hitachi, Ltd.
Chiyoda, Tokyo,
Japan

EDS Analysis

AZtec 2.2 SP1 EDS Software

Oxford
Instruments
Abingdon, England

Statistical Analysis

Statistical Analysis System (SAS®) 9.3

SAS® Institute Inc.
Cary, NC

Selection of Materials
Sealant materials were selected based on a few factors. First, commonly used
sealant materials were to be chosen. Second, there had to be some measurable difference
between the two sealant materials. A fully formed heat seal is homogenous about the
sealant area, so no differences can be measured between both sides of the heat seal
interface. Thus, it was necessary to use two different sealant materials in this research.
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The sealants also had to be compatible with one another. It was important to choose two
materials that have a wide range of peelability, depending on the conditions at which they
were sealed. The ability to achieve fusion seals was another requirement of the two
sealant materials.
Various pairings of sealant material were considered. LDPE and EAA were
considered because of the oxygen species that are present in EAA and not LDPE.
However, oxidation and the presence of atmospheric oxygen complicated the study. Such
was also the case with the pairing of LLDPE and EAA.
The final sealant pairing that was chosen was EAA and a zinc-based ionomer.
EAA resin was donated by The Dow Chemical Company. The EAA contained nine
percent acrylic acid copolymer. Ionomer film was produced by Perform-X Films and was
available in the DuPont Lab in Newman Hall at Clemson University. The film was 1 mil
thick and was corona-treated on the outside of the roll. Both EAA and ionomer are
commonly used sealants in packaging. Ionomer has a very similar chemistry to the EAA,
as illustrated in Figure 32.

Figure 32. Monomer Structure of EAA and Zinc Ionomer.
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The chosen sealant materials are compatible because of their similar chemistries.
However, the acrylic acid functional groups within the ionomer have been neutralized
and zinc ions are present. The presence of zinc in the ionomer is the fundamental
difference between the two heat sealants that was exploited in the elemental analysis
stage of this research.

Cast Film Extrusion
It was not necessary to extrude the ionomer sealant, because it was acquired in the
form of a film roll. However, the EAA was extruded in the DuPont Lab in Newman Hall
at Clemson University. A pilot scale Killion cast film extruder was used to extrude the
EAA film, as shown in Figure 33.

Figure 33. Photograph of the Killian Pilot Cast Film Extruder.
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A variety of films were extruded at different extrusion conditions. After examining the
films, final extrusion conditions were selected. Table 6 contains the conditions at which
the final EAA film was extruded.

Table 6. Extruder Conditions for EAA Film Extrusion.
Parameter
Take Off
RPM
Drive Current
Air Gap
Back Pressure
Melt Temperature
Zone 1 Temperature
Zone 2 Temperature
Zone 3 Temperature
Adapter Temperature
Die Temperature

Setting
8.3 feet per minute
21.8
4 Amps
0.5 inches
360 psi
333 ˚F
225 ˚F
320 ˚F
350 ˚F
350 ˚F
350 ˚F

Gauge profile was consistent only near the center of the film width. Both edges of the
film were much thicker, but when thinner film was attempted, there was edge tear and the
film had some holes. The final film thickness in the widths used for heat sealing was 2.56
mils.

Sample Preparation
Only the center width of the EAA film was used for heat sealing since it had the
most consistent gauge profile. Based on preliminary heat sealing trials, it was found that
the sealant material would stick to the heat sealer after heat seals were made with the
EAA and ionomer. Therefore, the two materials were placed between two layers of one
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side copolyester-coated 0.5 mil PET when the seals were formed. PET has a melting
temperature above the temperature range used to make seals, but it was thin enough for
heat to efficiently conduct through the material to the sealants. A cross section of the
material layers is illustrated in Figure 34.

Figure 34. Cross Section of Films Before Heat Sealing.

The treated side of the 1 mil ionomer film was faced away from the 2.56 mil EAA film.
The copolyester coated side of the PET was faced away from both of the sealant
materials to avoid any interaction between the materials. The total thickness of the
structure was 4.56 mils. After the four materials were layered, they were pre-cut prior to
heat sealing. Each section of material was stapled in the same corner and 2 inch by 2 inch
sections were cut out as seen in Figure 35.
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Figure 35. Stack of Layered and Cut Samples Before Heat Sealing.

Heat Sealing
Heat seals were made perpendicular to the machine direction of sealant material
according to the standard guidelines within ASTM F88/F88M – 09 and ASTM F2029 –
08. All heat seals were made with a Sentinel hot bar heat sealer, which is shown in Figure
36.
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Figure 36. Sentinel Impulse (left) and Hot Bar (right) Sealer.

Both seal bars were 3/8th inch wide and heated. Temperature, pressure, and dwell time
were controlled on the heat sealer and set before each seal was made. Jaw pressure was
held constant at 40 psi (275.79 kPa) for every seal that was made. Dwell time was held
constant at 0.5 seconds for each heat seal. A preliminary heat seal study was completed
for EAA-ionomer heat seals to determine an appropriate temperature range and
temperature interval for heat sealing. For the final trial, heat seal strength was varied by
making heat seals at twenty degree increments starting at 180˚F (82.22˚C) and ramping
up to 300˚F (148.89˚C). Temperature was monitored by placing a thermocouple inside of
each seal bar, as shown in Figure 37.
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Figure 37. Thermocouple Placement Within Bars Of Sentinel Hot Bar Sealer.

The temperature readings on the heat sealer were inconsistent and not reliable. Measuring
seal bar temperature with a thermocouple in each seal bar provided for a more accurate
measurement of the temperature at which each seal was made. A Digi-Sense Dual JTEK
thermocouple thermometer was used to measure the temperature at the tip of each
thermocouple. It was found that the temperature of each bar would vary above and below
the set temperature for some time after the set temperature was changed. Once the three
parameters were set, the sealer temperature was left to equilibrate for one hour. The one
hour equilibration was allowed after every temperature change. The heat sealer was
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cycled two times before making each seal. Next, the prepared sample was centered with a
center mark on the heat sealer. This insured that every heat seal was made in the same
position along the heat seal bars. It was found that consistent placement on the seal jaw
produced more consistent heat seals because the pressure and heat can vary along the seal
jaw. The heat sealer was initiated by pressing a foot pedal and the heat seal was made.
Each heat seal was immediately removed from the sealer and placed to the side. A picture
of a formed heat seal is shown in Figure 38.

Figure 38. Fully Formed Heat Seal.

After each seal was made, the heat sealer was allowed three minutes to equilibrate before
making the next heat seal. Fifteen heat seals were made for each temperature set. All
seals were allowed to condition at ambient conditions for 24 hours before further work.
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Seal Strength Testing
After 24 hours of conditioning, the PET layers were separated from the sealant
materials. All seal strength testing was conducted based on the guidelines of ASTM
F88/F88M – 09. First, ten of the fifteen heat seals within each temperature set were cut to
one inch in width by two inches long as shown in Figure 39.

Figure 39. Photograph of Sectioned and Prepared Heat Seal.

The one inch samples were labeled by the temperature at which they were made. All
samples were also numbered one through ten for each temperature set. The remaining
heat seal area adjacent to the left of the one inch seal strength specimen was labeled and
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kept as well for diffusion measurements, as shown in Figure 40. This ensured that seal
strength measurements could be matched up exactly with the polymer chain diffusion
measurements for each specimen.

Figure 40. Heat Seal Strength and Corresponding Diffusion Samples After Cutting.

A Satec Instron tensile machine was used to test the seal strength of all heat seals
in this study. Blue Hill software was used to control the tensile machine and calculate
seal strength data for each heat seal. Testing parameters were programmed into the Blue
Hill software and a testing methodology was saved so each seal strength test was
completed in the same way. A jaw separation distance of 0.5 inches was used for every
heat seal test. The small distance was used because both materials are relatively
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extensible. The ASTM procedure suggests small distances to adjust for extensibility. The
load cell was balanced (zeroed) prior to mounting each heat seal specimen. The EAA leg
of the heat sealed material was loaded into the top grip for every seal strength test. The
Ionomer leg was loaded into the bottom grip. The material was aligned square within
each grip. The heat sealed portion was centered between both jaws, as shown in Figure
41.

Figure 41. Unsupported Heat Seal Mounted in Instron Jaws.

The heat seal was mounted with as little slack as possible (A). The heat seal was
unsupported while being tested (B) for all testing. After mounting, the seal strength test
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was initiated with Blue Hill software. Jaw separation rate was held constant at ten inches
(25.4 cm) per minute for all heat seals.
Multiple data were recorded during the seal strength testing for each seal.
Average load per width was calculated for heat seals that resulted in one of the three seal
separation failure modes. Seal separation modes include adhesive peel, cohesive peel, and
delamination. Maximum load per width was calculated as seal strength for heat seals that
resulted in one of the four seal interference failure modes. Interference failure modes
include material breaks, remote material breaks, material elongation, and peel with
elongation. The average seal strength, standard deviation of average seal strength, and
coefficient of variation was calculated for the seven measured seal strength values for
each temperature. The mode of failure was also recorded for each heat seal. Some heat
seals experienced a combination of failure modes, so all modes were recorded for those
heat seals.

Diffusion Measurement
After at least 24 hours of ambient condition aging, the sections of heat seal that
were separated from the heat seal strength specimens were prepared for diffusion
measurement with SEM and EDS. Each heat seal was submerged in liquid nitrogen for
two minutes to reduce polymer smearing when the sample was sectioned for SEM. A
stainless steel microtome blade was used to cut an approximately 5 mm wide section of
heat seal. A photograph of the sectioned material is shown in Figure 42.
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Figure 42. 300˚F (148.89˚C) Heat Seal Specimens After Cryo-Sectioning.

Condensation gathered on the material after thawing. Water must be removed from a
specimen before SEM work, so the heat seal were placed in a desiccator for at least 24
hours prior to SEM and EDS work. The desiccator was held at 30% relative humidity and
room temperature.
Heat seal specimens were mounted for SEM after drying. Each specimen was
mounted between two half-moon SEM mounts, such that the heat seal interface was
directed upwards. The SEM mounts were stainless steel and the heat seal specimens were
held in place by carbon tape as shown in Figure 43.
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Figure 43. Specimen 5 and 6 of the 300˚F (148.89˚C) Heat Seal Set Mounted Between
Two Stainless Steel Half-moon SEM Mounts.

Mounting between the two half-moon mounts holds the thin sealant material in place
since the energy of the electron beam can cause the material to shift. Multiple mounted
heat seal samples were placed on the removable SEM sample stage, as shown in Figure
44.
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Figure 44. Multiple Heat Seal Specimens Mounted On the SEM Sample Stage.

Loading the samples into the SEM and preparing the SEM for imaging and quantification
requires many steps and a great amount of time, so multiple samples were loaded when
possible. The height of the sample stage was adjusted prior to loading.
Vacuum was released from the sample exchange chamber before loading the
stage into the exchange. Air was then evacuated from the exchange chamber. Both the
exchange chamber and the sample chamber were held at the same vacuum when a sample
set was loaded. The sample chamber door was opened and the stage was inserted.
Afterwards, the door was closed. The stage was moved from the “exchange” position to
the “home position” and then into the “analysis” position with the SU-6600 software.
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Once the sample stage was in the analysis position, the electron beam was turned
on. The electron beam settings listed in Table 7 were used for all imaging and EDS
measurements.

Table 7. Electron Beam Settings.
Parameter
Acceleration Voltage
Extraction Voltage
Suppressor Voltage
Probe Current
Condenser Lens 1
Condenser Lens 2
Working Distance

Setting
20 kV
1.60 kV
600 V
Medium
On
On
10 mm +/- 1 mm

As a general rule, acceleration voltage set point is at least twice the critical ionization
energy (Ec) for the elements that are being studied. Zinc has an Ec of 8.637 kV.
The electron beam must be aligned prior to imaging and analysis. Alignment serves to
focus the electron beam towards the sample to acquire a sharp, non-moving image of the
specimen. A clean, consistent portion of heat seal interface was located on each heat seal.
Heat seals with no ideal portion of heat seal interface were common, and those were
discarded and re-sectioned. A heat seal cross section was deemed unacceptable if there
was excessive contamination, rough surface profile, gaps, and visible polymer smearing.
Examples of acceptable and unacceptable heat seal interfaces are shown in Figures 45
and 46, respectively.
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Figure 45. Electron Micrograph of an Acceptable Heat Seal Interface
Interface.

Figure 46.. Electron Micrograph of an Unacceptable Heat Seal Interface
Interface.
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Once a clean section of heat se
seal interface was located, the AZtec™ EDS
software was used to begin elemental analysis. The Aztec software was used to control
the X-ray
ray detector and analyze all elemental analysis data. First, the detector was placed
into EDS linescanning mode. Then, the image that was acquired with SEM was used to
choose the exact line to be scanned and analyz
analyzed.
ed. In order to consistently measure the
diffusion in each heat seal, the angle and caliper tools in the software were used to
annotate the SEM image before drawing a line to scan. Figure 47 is a screenshot of one
annotated SEM image prior to analysis.

Figure 47.. Annotated SEM Micrograph of a Heat Seal Interface.
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Drawing an angle of 90˚ incident to the edge of the heat seal interface ensured that the
linescanning was conducted perpendicular to the interaction area of the heat seal
interface. The caliper tool was used to mark 25.4 µm (1 mil) into the heat seal interface.
This mark was made because the Ionomer film was 25.4 µm (1 mil) thick and drawing
the linescan with this marker in the middle ensured that the expected area of diffusion
would be centered in the line. The line for linescanning was drawn after annotation.
The linescan analysis settings that were used for all linescans are listed in Table 8,
below.

Table 8. EDS Linescan Settings.
Parameter
Number of Passes
Energy Range
Number of Channels
Process Time
Pixel Dwell Time
Line Definition
Number of Points

Setting
12
10 kV
Auto
3
90 ms
Points
800

Each linescan took approximately 17 minutes total. A linescan graph was acquired for
each heat seal that plotted zinc concentration in counts per second at each point along the
linescan. The idealized shape of the linescans are illustrated in Figure 48.
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Figure 48. Idealized Zinc Diffusion Curve Linescan.

The entire imaging and elemental analysis process was repeated for each of the seven
heat seal specimens at each of the seven temperatures used to make the heat seals. A total
of 49 linescans were acquired for this study.

Diffusion Quantification
A program in SAS® was written in order to consistently quantify the diffusion
linescans for each heat seal. The program code is displayed in Appendix A of this
document. Data points from each diffusion curve were entered into the code. The SAS®
program was used to calculate two estimators for diffusion distance within all heat seals.
Figure 48, above, shows an idealized zinc linescan. In order to consistently quantify
diffusion with the zinc curves, the point at which the curve transitions from flat on the
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left size to an upwards curve was determined. The point at which the sigmoidal curve
flattens out was also determined. Both of these points were called “change points”. The
data points that make up the curve were fit into a non-linear mixed model to determine
both change points. Figure 49 illustrates how the change points were determined by using
the SAS® program.

Figure 49. Determination of Zinc Concentration Curve Change Points.

The first change point (P1,C1) was determined by specifying a grid in which the curve
changed from linear to a curve upward. The grid boundaries were entered into the SAS
code for each diffusion curve. Position one (P1) was determined by specifying a position
range that the change point could be located in (P1,L to P1,U). Concentration one (C1)
was determined by specifying a concentration range that the change point could be
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located in (C1,L to C1,U). The non-linear regression model was used to determine the
point at which the line changed from flat to curved. The same approach was utilized to
determine the second change point (P2,C2) on the zinc concentration curve. In this case,
the point at which the line goes from curved to linear was used.
After both change points were determined for a given zinc concentration curve,
two different estimates of diffusion were calculated. A “diffusion distance” and a
“diffusion slope” were calculated as illustrated in Figure 50.

Figure 50. Measurement of Diffusion Slope and Diffusion Distance.
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Diffusion distance was determined by calculating the position difference between P2 and
P1. Diffusion slope was estimated by calculating the slope of the line connecting the first
change point (P1,C1) and the second change point (P2,C2).
Diffusion distance and diffusion slope were estimated for all 49 zinc linescans.
The two estimators were then compared with corresponding seal temperatures and seal
strength measurements.
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CHAPTER FOUR
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Results from all portions of testing are presented below. In some cases, a single
example is used to represent the findings for a group of testing. The remaining data
gathered from that test is then summarized. Seal strength measurements are discussed
first. Corresponding diffusion measurements are discussed afterwards. Comparisons
between diffusion and resulting seal strength are then discussed.

Heat Seal Strength
A seal curve was created by measuring the seal strength of heat seals produced at
a range of temperatures from 180˚F (82.22˚C) to 300˚F (148.89˚C) by intervals of 20˚F
(11.11˚C). Jaw pressure was held constant at 40 psi (275.79 kPa) and dwell time was held
constant at 0.5 seconds for all heat seals. Seven seal strength repetitions were measured
for each temperature of heat seal. The full methodology is detailed in the “Seal Strength
Testing” section of Chapter 3. A variety of seal failure modes was observed throughout
the heat seal strength testing. Adhesive peel failures were observed for all specimens in
the 180˚F (82.22˚C) and 200˚F (93.33˚C) heat seal batches. Average seal strengths for
180˚F (82.22˚C) and 200˚F (93.33˚C) heat seals were 25.48 gf/in (gf/25mm) and 65.48
gf/in (gf/25mm), respectively. Cohesive peel failure began at 220˚F (104.44˚C) and a
variety of other failures were observed as temperature was increased. Four examples that
illustrate the observed failures are discussed below.
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All failure modes at 200˚F (93.33˚C) were cohesive failures. Figure 51 is a
photograph of the Specimen 3 at 200˚F (93.33˚C) heat sealants after seal strength testing.

Figure 51. Photograph of Specimen 3 of the 220˚F (104.44˚C) Heat Seal Batch, PostStrength Testing.

The peel was clean, but portions of one sealant remained on the side of the other sealant.
Such behavior is evident of cohesive failure. An example of the heat seal peel graph for a
200˚F (93.33˚C) specimen is displayed in Figure 52, below.
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Figure 52. Seal Peel Curve of Specimen 3 in the 220˚F (104.44˚C) Heat Seal Batch.
Batch

Load per width is graphed as a function of peel extension. The seal peel curve for this
specimen is a typical peel curve. The load develops quickly as jaw separation is extended
and the heat seal begins to peel. It reaches some plateau and is relatively steady
eady
throughout the peel of the seal. The load drops off quickly when the peel reaches the end
of the heat seal area. The portion of the cu
curve
ve on the plateau region was averaged.
averaged The
average value for the curve in Figure 52 was 381.58 gf/in (gf/25mm). This same
approach was used to determine the seal strength of all peelable specimen
specimens.. The seal
strength measurements for all seven specimens sealed at 220˚F (104.44˚C) were then
averaged to calculate an average seal strength of 317.01 gf/in (gf/25mm).
Heat seals formed at 240
240˚F (115.56˚C) had a similar mode of failure to the heat
seals formed at 220˚F
˚F (104.44˚C)
(104.44˚C). However, the specimens sealed at this temperature
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exhibited extensibility. A photograph of specimen 7 in the 240˚F (115.56˚C) heat seal
batch is displayed in Figure 53.

Figure 53. Specimen 7 of the 240˚F (115.56˚C) Heat Seal Batch, Post-Strength Testing.

It is evident that a cohesive peel failure occurred for this specimen, but the material
extended somewhat during testing. The seal peel curve of specimen 7 is displayed in
Figure 54.
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Figure 54. Seal Peel Curve of Specimen 7 in the 240˚F (115.56˚C) Heat Seal Batch.

The shape of the curve is similar to that of the previous example. The seal strength of
specimen 7 was 810.10 gf/in (gf/25mm), which is more than twice the average seal
strength of heat seals formed at 220˚F (104.44˚C). The average seal strength of heat seals
made at 240˚F (115.56˚C) was 719.26 gf/in (gf/25mm). By increasing only 20˚F,
20 much
more strength was developed. However, heat sea
sealant
lant material extensibility was beginning
to influence the seal strength measurements of the 240˚F (115.56˚C) specimens.
Failure modes were not as consistent for heat seals formed at 260˚F
˚F (126.67˚C)
and above. Clean peels did not occur at these higher temperatures. Combinations of
different failure modes were observed. A photograph of specimen 7 in the 260˚F
260
(126.67˚C) heat seall batch is displayed in Figure 55
55.
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Figure 55.. Specimen 7 of the 260˚F (126.67˚C) Heat Seal Batch, Post-Strength
Strength Testing.

Cohesive failure was the initial mode of failure for specimen 7 of the 260˚F
˚F (126.67˚C)
batch, as indicated by the somewhat clean peel at the beginning of the seal peel. The seal
peel curve begins much like the previously discussed seal ppeel
eel curves, as shown
sho in Figure
56.

Figure 56. Seal Peel Curve of Specimen 7 in the 260˚F (126.67˚C) Heat Seal Batch.
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The load flattens for about 0.2 inches (5.1 mm) of peel extension, but then the load
steadily subsides for the next 0.3 inches (7.6 mm) of extension. The photograph in Figure
55 suggests that there was a point of fusion in the heat seal that was strong enough to
remain intact during the seal peel test. This point of fusion caused a partial material break
failure within the heat seal peel. There was much more peel with extension in this
specimen than the previous 240˚F (115.56˚C) specimen. The maximum seal strength was
used for specimens that did not display purely peelable failure modes. The average seal
strength of these maximum heat seals made at 260˚F (126.67˚C) was 852.78 gf/in
(gf/25mm). Material extension suggests that the heat seal strength was greater than the
overall tensile strength of the EAA and ionomer material when heat seals were made at
260˚F (126.67˚C). Similar failure modes were observed for all other specimens made at
260˚F (126.67˚C).
The failure modes of heat seals made at 280˚F (137.78˚C) were the same as the
260˚F (126.67˚C) heat seals. However, there were more points of fusion and the average
seal strength of the 280˚F (137.78˚C) heat seals was 765.60 gf/in (gf/25mm). This
decrease in seal strength may be explained by the polymer squeeze-out that began to
occur in heat seals formed at 280˚F (137.78˚C) and above. A photograph showing heat
seal squeeze out is displayed in Figure 57.
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Figure 57. Photograph Depicting the Polymer Squeeze-out of Specimen 1 in the 300˚F
(148.89˚C) Heat Seal Batch.

It is possible that seal strength decreased because too much sealant flowed away,
decreasing the amount of interaction at the heat seal interface. There is no defined edge to
the heat seal, which indicates that polymer flowed beyond the edge of the heat seal bar. It
is also possible that polymer degradation is occurring at such high temperatures.
300˚F (148.89˚C) is the highest temperature at which heat seals were formed in
this study. A photograph of Specimen 4 at 300˚F (148.89˚C) heat sealants after seal
strength testing is displayed in Figure 58.
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Figure 58. Specimen 7 of the 300˚F (148.89˚C) Heat Seal Batch, Post-Strength Testing.

The initial failure mode for all 300˚F (148.89˚C) specimens was still cohesive peel
failure. There was also peel with extension failure for these heat seals. However, the
material break failure occurred with less peel extension than the lower temperature heat
seal peels, as shown in Figure 59.
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Figure 59.. Seal Peel Curve of Specimen 7 in the 300˚F (148.89˚C) Heat Seal Batch.

The area of fusion was much greater in 300˚F (148.89˚C) heat seals when compared to
lower temperature heat seals. The average heat seal strength of heat seals formed at 300˚F
(148.89˚C) was 823.55 gf/in (gf/25mm).. The increase in seal strength compared to heat
seals formed at 280˚F
˚F (137.78˚C) suggests that strength can still develop in heat seals
after squeeze-out
out occurs. The seal failure modes and seal peel curves for other 300˚F
(148.89˚C) specimens were similar to this example.
Seal strength measurements from all seven heat seal temperature batches were
averaged. All values are compiled into Table 99, below.
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Table 9. Seal Strength Measurements for All Heat Seals.

Despite efforts to minimize standard deviation, there is still considerable variation present
in the heat seal strength measurements. However, the coefficient of variation is minimal
for all seal strength measurements. A temperature-dependent heat seal curve was created
from heat seal strength data. The seal curve is displayed in Figure 60.
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Figure 60. Heat Seal Curve for EAA-Ionomer Heat Seals.

The heat seal curve that was created for the EAA and ionomer heat seals is a somewhat
standard seal curve. To summarize, there is low seal strength for heat seals made at 180˚F
(82.22˚C) and 200˚F (93.33˚C). In this temperature range, a large increase in temperature
results in a relatively small increase in seal strength. However, significant seal strength
begins to develop in seals at 220˚F (104.44˚C). The seal initiation temperature (“SIT”) is
likely close to 220˚F (104.44˚C). At temperatures just above the SIT, a small increase in
temperature results in a large increase in heat seal strength. The plateau initiation
temperature for this sealant system is around 260˚F (126.67˚C). At temperatures above
260˚F (126.67˚C), the seal strength is weaker because of the squeeze-out that was
mentioned previously. A full fusion seal was not achieved at the temperatures in this
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study. It is possible that fusion would be achieved at higher temperatures, but full fusion
may not be achieved for this sealant system.

Polymer Chain Diffusion
Portions of heat seals that correspond to the heat seals used for heat seal strength
testing were used for diffusion measurements. In each case, the heat seal strength and
diffusion specimen originated from the same exact heat seal. The diffusion specimens
were sectioned and the heat seal cross sections were measured and analyzed with SEM
and EDS. The full methodology is detailed in the “Diffusion Measurements” section of
Chapter 3. A zinc diffusion curve was produced when zinc concentration was measured
at points along a linescan perpendicular to the heat seal interface of all heat seals. An
example of one of the zinc diffusion curves is displayed below in Figure 61.
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Figure 61. Zinc Diffusion Curve for Specimen 3 of the 220˚F (104.44˚C) Heat Seal
Batch.

Zinc concentration is measured in the unit of counts per second (cps). Counts per second
are the counts of zinc x-rays that are detected per second, which is analogous to the
overall concentration of zinc at each point along the linescan. The left side of the linescan
corresponds to the portion of the heat seal that is bulk EAA. Therefore, this side of the
diffusion curve has the lowest amount of zinc measured. The concentration of zinc is
relatively constant or this section of the curve. As the electron beam moved across the
heat seal interface, the concentration of zinc began to increase at a point. The portion of
the curve where the curve increases corresponds to the area of interdiffusion between
EAA and ionomer. A concentration gradient of zinc was measured within the
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interdiffusion region. As the electron beam moved further right on the curve, the
concentration of zinc flattened out once again for the rest of the linescan. This second flat
region corresponds with the bulk portion of ionomer. Zinc linescans were formed by
repeatedly scanning across the linescan. Over time, the zinc concentration was averaged
at each point. It took approximately 17 minutes to produce a single linescan. In this time,
the electron beam penetrating the sample burned a line into the heat seal interface. The
electron beam ablated the atoms within the sample. Therefore, zinc was present in the
SEM sample chamber during measurement. The ablation of atoms explains why zinc is
measured on the bulk EAA side of the diffusion curve. It could also explain some of the
noise in each diffusion curve. It may be possible to subtract out a zinc background from
each curve, but such a curve transformation was not necessary for the diffusion
measurements in this study. Zinc diffusion curves were produced for all 49 heat seal
specimen. Each diffusion curve was visually similar, except in the interdiffusion region.
At higher temperatures, the interdiffusion region was wider. An example of a diffusion
cure with a wider interdiffusion region is displayed in Figure 62, below.
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Figure 62. Zinc Diffusion Curve for Specimen 2 of the 300˚F (148.89˚C) Heat Seal
Batch.

Noise was qualitatively consistent throughout all diffusion curves. The background level
of zinc was different, which may be related to the amount of diffusion measurements
made prior to the current measurements.
The diffusion of polymer chains was consistently measured by two estimators.
Diffusion slope is one estimator. Diffusion slope was measured as the slope between the
two points of change on each zinc diffusion curve. Diffusion slope was chosen as a
measurement for diffusion because the concentration differences of the flat regions of
each curve were not always consistent. Slope takes both positional difference and
concentration difference between the two change points into account. Diffusion distance
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is the other measurement of the diffusion of polymer chains. Diffusion distance is the
positional difference between the two points of change in each zinc diffusion curve.
Diffusion distance is an explicit polymer chain entanglement distance measurement. A
full methodology detailing how change points were chosen and diffusion measurements
were made is in the “Diffusion Quantification” section of Chapter 3. As previously
stated, a statistical analysis software (SAS®) program was written to determine the two
change points of each zinc diffusion curve. The change point, diffusion slope, and
diffusion distance estimates for specimen 3 of the 220˚F (104.44˚C) batch are
summarized in the SAS® output in Table 10, below.

Table 10. SAS® Output for Change Point, Diffusion Slope, and Diffusion Distance
Estimates for Specimen 3 of the 220˚F (104.44˚C) Heat Seal Batch.

The standard error is the measure of variability associated with each estimate. T values
are also provided for each estimate. The lower and upper values that surround the
estimated value are provided as well. A SAS® output table was obtained for each zinc
diffusion curve and the data from all 49 curves is compiled in Table 11.
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Table 11. Diffusion Slope Measurements for All Heat Seals.

The coefficient of variation for the average diffusion slope of each temperature is
somewhat high. Variation likely stems from the fact that diffusion is not always
consistent across every point in the heat seal interface. A heat sealer has spots that are
hotter than others. Pressure is also not consistent across the heat seal bars. It would be
difficult to choose the exact same point of diffusion to study for every heat seal. A
diffusion slope heat seal curve, Figure 63, was created to understand how diffusion slope
changes with respect to a change in heat seal temperature.
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Figure 63. Diffusion Slope Seal Curve for EAA-Ionomer Heat Seals.

Despite the variation within diffusion slope measurements of heat seals made at the same
temperature, it was found that there is a strong trend when the average diffusion slope
was plotted as a function of heat seal temperature. There is a strong, decreasing trend
between heat seal temperature and the diffusion slope measurement of heat seals made at
each temperature. As temperature is increased, the slope of the diffusion region on each
diffusion curve decreases and becomes shallower. The decreasing trend has been fit to a
linear trend line with an R2 value of 0.92677. Diffusion increases for every increase in
heat seal temperature based on the diffusion slope measurement. The trend suggests that
as more energy is conducted through the heat sealants, the polymer chains are driven
further into one another.
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The same sort of data analysis was conducted with the diffusion distance
measurements as was done with the diffusion slope measurements. All measurements of
diffusion distance within the 49 heat seals is compiled and averaged in Table 12.

Table 12. Diffusion Distance Measurements for All Heat Seals.

The coefficient of variation for diffusion distance measurements is roughly half than that
of the diffusion slope measurements. This may show that diffusion distance is a more
consistent and reliable measure of the diffusion of polymer chains in a heat seal. Lesser
variation may also originate from the fact that concentration differences are not taken into
account with these diffusion distance measurements. A diffusion distance heat seal curve
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was created by plotting diffusion distance as a function of heat seal temperature in Figure
64.

Figure 64. Diffusion Distance Seal Curve for EAA-Ionomer Heat Seals.

A similar, but opposite trend was found in the diffusion distance seal curve. As heat seal
temperature increases, the diffusion distance subsequently increases. This trend is
consistent throughout the entire diffusion distance seal curve. A linear trend line is
overlaid on the data in black. The linear line has an even better fit with diffusion distance
data than it does with the diffusion slope data. However, an exponential trend line seems
to fit the data better with an R2 value of 0.96346. The exponential trend of diffusion
distance is interesting because neither linear nor exponential trends are found in heat seal
strength seal curves.
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Relating Heat Seal Strength to Polymer Chain Diffusion
Since heat seal strength curves and diffusion curves do not follow the same trend,
the two measurements were compared. All heat seal strength measurements were plotted
against corresponding diffusion slope measurements in Figure 65.

Figure 65. Correlation of Seal Strength and Diffusion Slope for All Heat Seals.

Data points are organized by color according to the temperature at which the heat seals
were made. The overall trend of the scatter plot is that smaller diffusion slopes result in
stronger seals heat seals. Thus, heat seals with more diffusion result in stronger heat
seals. A linear trend line was fit to the data with a weak fit. This trend makes sense
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because previous research on heat seal strength concludes that diffusion of polymer
chains across the heat seal interface is the primary driving force behind heat seal strength
development. There is a lot of variation between the diffusion slope measurements at
each heat seal temperature. For heat seals made at 180˚F (82.22˚C), there is almost a 10
unit range for diffusion slope measurements. The seal strength of heat seals is more
consistent for all measurements.
A similar comparison is made in Figure 66 by plotting the seal strength
measurements for all 49 heat seals against the corresponding diffusion distance
measurements for those seals.

Figure 66. Correlation of Seal Strength and Diffusion Distance for All Heat Seals.

The overall trend of this scatter plot is that heat seals with bigger diffusion distances
result in stronger seals heat seals. A linear trend line has been fit to the scatter plot and
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the fit is even greater for diffusion distance than it was for diffusion slope. Perhaps
diffusion distance is a better representation for the strength that develops within the
EAA-Ionomer heat seals. As with the previous plot, there is significant variation within
the temperature groups in the seal strength and diffusion distance scatter plot. There are
various reasons for the variation the diffusion measurements. As found in previous work,
even heat seals made at the same temperature, pressure, and dwell time can result in
varied seal strengths (Hendrickson, 1967). The strength and diffusion specimens came
from the same heat seal, so this source of variation was minimized. However, it is evident
in the photos from heat seals after strength testing that the amount of fusion in each heat
seal is not homogeneous across the entire area of seal. When diffusion measurements
were made, they were made from a single linescan in each sample. That line could have
been at a point of high diffusion or in an area of lower diffusion. It is improbable that the
temperature and pressure profile along the heat seal jaws is perfectly homogeneous.
Therefore, each part of the heat seal is not imparted with the same amount of energy or
pressure. This source of variation was minimized by making heat seals at the same point
on the heat sealer, but variation is still present.
Variation is apparent in the two previous scatter plots. However, on the average
seal strength and polymer chain diffusion are closely related. Average seal strength and
average diffusion slope measurements are plotted in Figure 67, below.
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Figure 67. Correlation of Average Seal Strength and Average Diffusion Slope for Each
Heat Seal Temperature Set.

The overall trend for this plot is the same as the previous seal strength-diffusion slope
scatter plot. Seal strength is higher in heat seals with smaller diffusion slopes. However,
the fit of the linear trend line is much better, which is to be expected since both variables
are formed from an average of seven repetitions. An averaged plot of seal strength as a
function of diffusion distance is displayed in Figure 68, below.
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Figure 68. Correlation of Average Seal Strength and Average Diffusion Distance for
Each Heat Seal Temperature Set.

The linear fit improves for seal strength-diffusion distance correlation when averages of
the seven repetitions are plotted. There is strong evidence to suggest that more diffusion
distance results in stronger heat seals. Once again, this makes sense because there is more
interaction between polymer chains when they diffuse further into one another. The
trends between both diffusion measurements and resulting seal strength are strong.
However, the data points from the 280˚F (137.78˚C) and 300˚F (148.89˚C) heat seals do
not fit quite as well with the linear trend line as the rest of the points.
As previously mentioned, the heat seal strength of the EAA-Ionomer heat seals in
this study increases with every increase in temperature until 260˚F (126.67˚C), as shown
in Figure 60. The resulting seal strength decreases at temperatures higher than 260˚F
(126.67˚C) as a result of polymer squeeze-out. The diffusion slope seal curve (Figure 63)
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shows that diffusion slope consistently decreases with every increase in seal temperature.
Inversely, the diffusion distance seal curve (Figure 64) shows that diffusion distance is
consistently greater at higher seal temperatures.
EAA-Ionomer heat seals below 260˚F (126.67˚C) resulted in peelable failure
modes. Therefore, the range between 180˚F (82.22˚C) and 260˚F (126.67˚C) is referred to
as a peelable range. Seal strength-diffusion comparison scatter plots were created for
peelable range heat seal temperatures. Diffusion slope and diffusion distance-dependent
scatter plots are displayed in Figure 69 and Figure 70, respectively.

Figure 69. Correlation of Average Seal Strength and Average Diffusion Slope for Each
Heat Seal Temperature Set In the Peelable Failure Range.
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Figure 70. Correlation of Average Seal Strength and Average Diffusion Distance for
Each Heat Seal Temperature Set In the Peelable Failure Range.

The linear trend line fit for both measurements of diffusion increase for the peelable
range when compared to the entire temperature range. The fit for the seal strengthdiffusion slope trend line increases from 0.92057 to 0.96933. The fit for the seal strengthdiffusion distance trend line increases dramatically from 0.76563 to 0.98967. It appears
that both measurements for diffusion are closely correlated to the development of seal
strength for peelable heat seals. It also appears that polymer chains diffuse even further
into each other at temperatures above the peelable range, despite the lower resulting heat
seal strength. The diffusion distance measurement is the most closely correlated
measurement to seal strength in the peelable temperature region. However, the diffusion
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slope measurement is highly correlated to resulting seal strength across the entire
temperature range that was studied. Perhaps diffusion distance is the best method for
measuring diffusion in peelable seals and diffusion slope is better for measuring nearfusion seals. While the linear fit is excellent for both measurements, it is important to
note that there are many seal strengths that are not represented in this study. There are
large gaps in seal strength data points above and below the heat seals made at 220˚F
(104.44˚C). Obtaining data for seal strengths within those gaps may provide an even
better understanding of how seal strength develops as a function of polymer chain
diffusion.
The greatest average diffusion distance in this study was 6.3 µm for heat seals
made at 300˚F (148.89˚C). The heat seals formed at 300˚F (148.89˚C) were not fusion
seals, so it is likely that further diffusion would be necessary to form a fusion seal in the
EAA-Ionomer sealant system. If the diffusion distance for a desired seal strength is less
than the current thickness of the two layers of sealant used, it is possible that less sealant
can be used for the application. Down gauging material saves money on the overall cost
of packaging, which is always desirable if equivalent package integrity is maintained.
It seems as if diffusion was successfully measured within the sealant system that
was chosen for this study. However, there is previous research that suggests that ions may
not be the most reliable elemental species to track as tracers for the ionomer polymer
chain backbone. Van Alsten concluded that ions have much higher diffusion coefficients
than polymer chain backbones (Van Alsten, 1996). However, heating times of up to 20
seconds were used in that study. Also, ATR FTIR was utilized for the diffusion
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coefficient calculations. Current ideal resolutions of ATR are 30µm at best (Li,
Fredericks, & Rintoul, 2007). SEM and EDS have much better resolution. The average
length of linescan in this study was 30µm. Other research by Tierney and Register
concluded that ion diffusion rates are much higher at higher percentages of neutralization
in an ionomer (Tierney & Register, 2002b). Neutralization levels in this thesis research
were minimal and even difficult to detect with EDS. Tierney and Register studies were
conducted on ions from ionomers diffusing into other annealed ionomer layers. The total
layers thickness of the structures studied were 159 mils and significant ion diffusion was
measured between five and twenty hours of temperature exposure (Tierney & Register,
2002a). The total thickness of the structures studied in this thesis research was 4.56 mils
including the PET protective layers, which is more similar to a packaging structure. The
dwell time of 0.5 seconds that was used in this thesis research is also more similar to high
speed packaging line dwell times. Even though the conditions in this thesis are more
similar to a packaging line, ion hopping may still be occurring. The diffusion that was
measured in this study is likely an over-estimate of the diffusion of ionomer polymer
chains into EAA polymer chains. Ion hopping could possibly account for some of the
noise that is seen the zinc diffusion curves. Ion hopping is an issue that will require
further study to fully understand how it may be affecting diffusion measurements at the
conditions within this study.
It is important to note that diffusion behavior varies depending on the sealant
system that is being used. A heat seal formed with two layers of the EAA used in this
study will have a somewhat different diffusion and seal strength development than what
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was measured in this study. The same thing goes for a heat seal between two layers of the
ionomer used in this study. However, the measurements made in the EAA-Ionomer heat
seals are a good approximation of what would occur between like-materials in heat seals.
In order to understand the diffusion of polymer chains in other sealant systems, a
different novel approach should be chosen. The two sealants in the system must be
compatible, but differ in a measurable way such as on the elemental basis that was used
in this thesis research.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions
The over-arching goal of this research was to develop an understanding of how
seal strength develops within heat sealants. In order to do this, a method was developed
to estimate the distance that polymer chains diffuse into one another. The understanding
that is gained by this work will help to bridge the gap between heat seal conditions and
resulting seal strength. A dissimilar sealant system was chosen for this study because
there must be some inherent difference in two sealants that could be detected. EAA and
Ionomer were chosen because they were compatible. The existence of zinc species in the
ionomer was the elemental difference that was tracked in each heat seal.
Seal strength behavior of the EAA-ionomer sealant system was studied by
varying the temperature at which each seal was made. Seven heat seals were made for
seven temperatures starting at 180F, increasing by 20F to 300F. A portion of each heat
seal was analyzed by measuring seal strength. A heat seal curve was created to
understand the seal behavior of the sealant system. It was found that this sealant system
offered a wide range of peelable seal failures. Full fusion seals were never achieved
within the temperature range used for this study. However, partially fused seals were
achieved. Seal strengths were likely lower in the last temperature batches of heat seals
because of polymer squeeze-out.
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Once seal behavior was understood for the sealant system, diffusion was
estimated in the same heat seals that were analyzed for heat seal strength. Two estimators
for polymer chain diffusion were calculated in the heat seals. Diffusion distance is the
width of interdiffusion of both polymers. Diffusion slope describes the diffusion gradient
between the two bulk layers that make up the heat seal. It was concluded that diffusion
increases as the seal temperature is made is increased. This suggests that polymer chains
diffuse further into one another in a heat seal when more energy is imparted to the
sealants.
Finally, polymer chain diffusion was correlated to resulting heat seal strength. A
strong linear correlation was found between average diffusion and average heat seal
strength. The correlation was strongest between the diffusion slope estimation across all
temperatures. The correlation was strongest between diffusion distance and seal strength
in the peelable range of heat seal failures. The results of this study further show that
strength development in heat seals is dependent on polymer chain interdiffusion. The
longest diffusion distance that was measured at the highest temperature in this study was
6.3 µm. It is possible that higher temperatures would result in further diffusion and
completely fusion seals.
This study is an interesting preliminary look into the measurement of polymer
chain diffusion by this technique. Ion hopping is likely playing some role in the
measurement of polymer chain diffusion based on previous work in other studies.
However, much was learned about strength development in heat seals. It is possible that
the findings in this work could be used to help design better peelable structures for
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packaging. Conversely, delving into the fusion range of the EAA-Ionomer sealant system
could help design better fusion seals that can withstand the hazards of transportation.
Understanding polymer chain diffusion can help achieve a balance between convenient,
peelable structures and protective fusion seals. The findings of this study may also aid in
down gauging heat sealants. Down gauging may be possible if the minimum diffusion
distance for desired seal strength is less than a currently used sealant thickness. Applying
the technique in this study may also help in the development of new sealant polymer
systems. In hindsight, there are many improvements that can be made on research of this
kind.

Recommendations for Future Work
There is a lot of room for improvement in this study. Recommendations for future
work in polymer chain diffusion measurements are outlined below. Sealants should be
laminated to a non-extensible layer of material such as PET for future work. If lamination
isn’t available, a pressure sensitive tape could be applied to each side of the heat sealants
before or after the heat seal is made.
It would be very interesting to explore fusion seals with this approach.
Determining a minimum diffusion distance necessary to form a fusion seal would be
valuable for down gauging. It would also be useful to study regions of seal strength that
are missing from this study to form a better understanding of diffusion across all seal
strengths.
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The approach used in this study could be modified to explore other influences on
heat seals. EAA-ionomer heat sealant systems of varying molecular weights, molecular
weight distributions, and melt strengths could be studied to understand the effects on
polymer chain diffusion. The same study could be conducted on varying dwell times to
form an understanding on the influence of dwell time on polymer chain diffusion.
There was a lot of noise in the zinc diffusion curves. If an ionomer with a higher
concentration of zinc were used, the signal to noise ratio would be higher and the curve
would likely be resolved. However, it is possible that the presence of more copolymer
would reduce the compatibility of the ionomer with EAA. The issue could be resolved by
using and EAA and Ionomer with the same copolymer percentage. Compatibility
between both sealants would likely be better if an EAA-based ionomer was used instead
of the EMAA-based ionomer.
As stated before, ion hopping is a phenomenon that is likely occurring when the
EAA-Ionomer heat seals are formed. Ion hopping could cause the diffusion
measurements in this study to be over-estimations of polymer chain diffusion. There are
two recommendations to help with ion hopping. First, work should be done to understand
if ion hopping is present in the EAA-Ionomer heat seals. Zinc linescans of ionomer film
cross sections that haven’t been heat sealed could be compared with a linescans across
the heat seal interface of an ionomer-ionomer heat seal. The heat seal should be made at
300˚F (148.89˚C) since ionomer diffusion coefficients were found to be higher at higher
temperatures in the Van Alsten study. If there is no difference between the linescans,
there is likely no substantial issue with ion hopping
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It is possible that the ion hopping issue could be avoided completely. Different
approaches were explored throughout the course of this study. One approach involved the
neutralization of acrylic acid species within in-situ EAA polymer chains within heat
seals. EAA was found to have some compatibility with a LDPE resin. The surface of an
EAA film was successfully neutralized with sodium hydroxide and approximately
3.4weight percent of sodium was present on the surface of the EAA after neutralization.
A LDPE film exposed to the same concentration of sodium hydroxide revealed no
sodium when measured with EDS. This discovery came too late in the overall diffusion
study to be explored further, but it suggests that EAA polymer chains at the surface of a
heat seal cross section could be neutralized. The EAA polymer chains would essentially
be tagged with sodium ions. No ion hopping would occur since the heat seal would be
already made. Such a study would give insight into the diffusion of LDPE and EAA if
two highly compatible resins were found.
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Appendix A
SAS® Code Used for Diffusion Curve Quantification

The SAS® program code that was used to determine change points, diffusion slopes, and
diffusion distances is displayed below.

01|data
one;
01
02|input
x y1;
02
03|cards;
03
04|[Position
1] [Concentration 1]
04
05|[Position
2] [Concentration 2]
05
06|[Position
...] [Concentration ...]
06
07|[Position
n] [Concentration n]
07
08|;
08
09|proc
nlmixed;
09
10|parms
c1=[C1,L] to [C1,U] by 1 c2=[C2,L] to [C2,U] by 1 xl=[P1,L] to [P1,U] by 1 xu=[P2,L]
10
. |to [P2,U] by 1 sd=1;
11|slope
= (c2-c1)/(xu-xl);
11
12|int
= c1-slope*xl;
12
13|mean
= c1*(x<xl) + (int + slope*x)*(xl <= x <= xu) + c2*(x>xu);
13
14|model
y1 ~ normal(mean,sd*sd);
14
15|estimate
'Slope' (c2-c1)/(xu-xl);
15
16|estimate
'Diffusion Distance' xu-xl;
16
17|estimate
17
'Concentration Difference' c2-c1;
18|run;
18
19|quit
19
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